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Thank you to all who came and 
helped make this event a success! 
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By BETH MILLER 
Cecil Bureau reporter 

ELKTON. Md. - Bagpipe enthusi. 
asts from all over the East Coast 
gather in Cecil County Saturday for 
the first North American Association 
of Lowland and Border Pipers Pipers' 
Day. 

About 50 people - from Boston to 
South Carolina -- are registered for 
the convention. which will be held at 
the American Legion headquarters. 

Elkton is hosting the group's inau
gural convention primarily because its 
president. 34·year.old Brian McCan· 

The News Journal/FRED COMEGYS 

Edwin George of Philadelphia, one of about 50 musicians at a convention 
of North American Association of Lowland Pipers in Elkton, Md., Saturday, 
plays a German bagpipe known as a grosserbock. 
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I FOR YOUR INFORMATION 

1993 N.A.A.L.B.P. Pipers' Day 

I The first ever N.A.A.L.B.P. Pipers' Day was held on April 3, 1993 in Elkton, 

I 
I 

Maryland. Approximately 40 pipers pre-registered for the event which included a 
bagpipe exhibition, impromptu demonstrations, dinner, a concert, and a dance. The 
staff of the American Legion Hall provided a relaxed atmosphere for us to hold our 
modest event. The early part of the day was taken up with people looking over each 
other's pipes and demonstrating instruments for one another. Michele McCandless 

I 
organized an informal percussion workshop for about ten people. Karen Meyers and 
Alan Fendler played hurdy gurdy duets in the foyer throughout the afternoon. Some 
interesting instrument combinations were demonstrated, notably Bombarde and Biniou 

•
(Brad Angus and Mike Rackers), Uillean pipe and Scottish smallpipe (Nick Whitmer and 
Burt Mitchell), hurdy gurdy and Grosserbock (Karen Meyers and Edwin George), and 
Cornemuse and Musette Bechonnet (Mike MacNintch and Brian McCandless). The 
evening concert kicked off with Pan's Fancy (Karen and Edwin) followed by Chip

• Reardon on Parlor pipes, Glenn Pryor on Scottish smallpipes, Sam Grier on Pastoral 
pipes, Eoghan Ballard on Uillean pipes, Rick O'Shea on Uillean pipes, Brad Angus on 
Uillean pipes, Burt Mitchell and Nick Whitmer on Scottish smallpipes and Uillean pipes, 

• Mike Rackers on Highland pipe and Dan Emery on Highland pipe. From 8:30 until 
10:00 Pam Goffinet led dances from Brittany, France, Germany, England, and 
Scotland. Music was provided by Dave Cottrell on melodeon and guitar, Jon Kmetz 

• on viola, Mike MacNintch on Cornemuse, Brian McCandless on Musette Bechonnet, 
Michele McCandless on Guitar and drum, and Don Shaffer on fiddle. Afterwards, a 
session was held at the McCandless home two blocks down the street. The 

• N.A.A.L.B.P. is tentatively planning to hold a second event this coming April 1-3. 

Ninth Northumbrian Pipers Convention. 1993 

Once again, Alan Jones put together a successful convention in Vermont with an all
star cast of pipers from everywhere! This is the second year that the event was held 
in conjunction with the N.A.A.L.B.P.. To list some of the personalities involved in this 
event: Richard Butler, Mike Dow, Frank Edgley, Sam Grier, Paddy Keenan, Michael 
MacHarg, Mike MacNintch, Jean-Christophe Maillard, Brian McCandless, Hamish 
Moore, Sean Folsom, Chris Ormston, Jerry O'Sullivan, Rik Palieri, Gille Plante, AI 
Purcell, Lance Robson, Colin Ross, Ray Sloan, and so many more! There were 
workshops held on every possible piping topic, from reed making and pipe 
maintenance through French music and tutelage on Northumbrian and Scottish 
smallpipes. Sean Folsom and Rik Palieri held an extraordinary demonstration of 
bagpipes from western and eastern Europe including a duet on the Polish pipes. Irish 
music was nearly continuous all weekend, beginning in the lounge at Shore Acres Inn 
on Friday night, through to the Town Hall kitchen late Sunday night. A four hour 
dance was held on Saturday night split between Contra, Quebecois, and Breton. An 
equally long concert was held on Sunday night starting with two young lads from the 
Black Watch and finishing up with Paddy Keenan. The next convention is tentatively 
scheduled for August 27-29, 1994. For more information contact Alan Jones, P.O. 
Box 130, Rouses Point, New York, 12979. 
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Quotation 

The following was sent in by Stuart Mowbray, taken from lord Chesterfield's letters 
to his son (18 th century): 

"As you are now in a musical country, where singing, fiddling, and piping, are not only 
common topics of conversation, but almost the principal objects of attention, I cannot 
help cautioning you against giving in to those (I will call them illiberal) pleasures 
(though music is commonly reckoned one of the liberal arts) to the degree that most 
of your countrymen do, when they travel in Italy. If you love music, hear it; go to 
operas, concerts, and pay fiddlers to play to you; but I insist upon your neither piping 
nor fiddling yourself. It puts a gentleman in a very frivolous, contemptible light; brings 
him into a great deal of bad company; and takes up a great deal of time, which might 
be better employed. Few things would mortify me more, than to see you bearing part 
in a concert with a fiddle under your chin, or a pipe in your mouth." 

lowland Piping Anecdote 

This was sent in by Eoghan Ballard, who found it in The Supernatural Highlands by 
Francis Thompson, Robert Hale and Company, london, 1976. 

....-~ 

"'".. ~ 
"The ring dance was the common dance at the kirn, or feast of cutting down the 

~' 
.•." grain, and was always danced ... by the reapers on that farm where the harvest was

~. first finished. On these occasions they danced on an eminence, in the view of the 
. ., reapers in their vicinity, to the music of the lowland bagpipe, commencing the dance -~. I 

with three loud shouts of triumph, and thrice throwing up their hooks in the air. The~l
./c2 intervals of labour during Harvest were often occupied in dancing the Ring to the 
:~j 

music of the piper who formerly attended the reapers. This dance is still retained 
~;~ among the Scottish Highlanders, who frequently dance the Ring in open fields whenr:=.-., 

they visit the south of Scotland as reapers, during the autumnal months." 
, ,!

,~.3..~~.-.' Early Scottish Smallpipes in Collection t""_' 
:--_::~" ~ 
'!H· , 

James Coldren sent in a page from The North American Scotsman dated August"'~ ~!;i'.4 
1970, containing the following details of the transfer of a bagpipe collection from Mr.'1, 
Torquil Macleod, of Borreaig, Tain to the Inverness Museum: 

"The collection ranges from rare 17th and 18th century miniatures to a pair made by 
Mr. Macleod's father, Mr. Donald Macleod in 1908, when they had been made for 
the artisan section of the Scottish National Exhibition in Edinburgh, and Mr. Macleod 
(senior) had been awarded a gold medal. The set, valued at 1000 pounds, is probably 
the only one of its kind in existence. It is mounted in gold with an engraved Scots 
thistle motif. Other pipes in the collection include an 18th century miniature chamber 
pipe; and 18th century bellows pipe bearing part of the crest of the Cromartie family; 
a rare 18th century great Highland bagpipe; a 19th century miniature set; a 17th century 
bellows pipe mounted in brass and staghorn; and a rare 18th century miniature set. 
There are also a number of 17th century pipe reeds and three pictures." 

If anyone knows more about this collection, please send your information to the editor 
so that we can follow up on these tantalizing instruments. 



E-Mail for Bagpipes 

For pipers with computor access to the internet, a 'bulletin board' of bagpipe 
descriptions and experiences has been on-going under the "bagpipe" forum (to 
subscribe send your e-mail address and a request to: pipes
request@sunapee.dartmouth.edu and to send a message use: 
bagpipes@cs.dartmouth.edu). A few members of N.A.A.L.B.P. already participate in 
this forum, and it can be forseen that one day soon e-mail correspondence will 
supercede printed media in timeliness and access to information. If you have access 
to a computor with a modem, then you should get on this valuable resource. Recent 
topics of correspondence have included bellows techniques, bag tying, reed making, 
and overall bagpipe adjustment. 

Lowland and Border Pipers' Society Membership 

The Lowland and Border Pipers' Society has a new Membership Secretary, to whom 
you should write if you wish to join: 

Manuel Trucco 
107 Marchmont Road 
Edinburgh, Scotland EH9 1HA 

Tune Book in Process 

Matt Seattle, who has produced many fine tune books over the years, is assembling 
a book of Border tunes for the Lowland bagpipe and Scottish smallpipes. For more 
information, write to Matt: 

Matt Seattle 
c/o Dragonfly Music 
44 Durban Street 
Blyth, Northumberland 
NE24 1PT 

Confused? 

Judging by the influx of letters and phone calls on the topic, many smallpipers are 
confused by the behavior exhibited over the past few years by Scottish smallpipe 
teachers as they make their stateside rounds. You may wish to contemplate the 
following: lacking a clearly defined tradition, they are staking their claims towards the 
invention of it. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
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LErrERS TO THE EDITOR 

Dear Editor, 

I received my first copy of the Journal and it is very impressive. You have 
certainly put in some hours making it happen and have done great job. The 
following results of the first Scottish small pipe contest to be held in this part of 
the country might be of some interest. 

Scottish Small Pipe Competition at the
 
Santa Rosa Indoor Piping and Drumming Contest
 
Piner Elementary School, Santa Rosa, California
 

March 6, 1993
 

1st Place: Martha Yates Pipes: H. Moore, Key of A 
Tunes: The Martha Yates Polka (by Donald Shaw Ramsay); 
Drops of Brandy; Ash Grove (Martha sang along with this 
tune) 

2nd Place: John Allen Pipes: M. MacHarg drones, H. Moore chanter, Key of A 
Tunes: The Old Man on the Moor; The Merry Boys of 
Greenland; High Over Bunachton 

3rd Place: Paul McAfee Pipes: J. Anderson, Key of A 
Tunes: Leaving Loch Boisedale; The Merry Boys of 
Greenland; Forest Lodge 

Sincerely, 

John Creager 
5690 Corbett Circle 
Santa Rosa, California 
95403 

April 30, 1993 
Dear Mr. McCandless: 

Enclosed you will find my copy of the letter I received from Julian Goodacre 
informing me of my winning the trophy for the L.B.P .S.'s overseas event. Though I 
am unduly proud of this and my ego would inflate to gigantic proportions from having 
the news published in the Journal, I wonder if a short listing might have the very 
positive effect of encouraging others to participate next year. Also, please find 
enclosed ... my dues. The Journal has been a source of great enjoyment and 
inspiration. Keep up the good work. 

Cheers, 
John Dally 
7937 11 th Avenue S.W. 
Seattle, Washington 
98106 
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JULIAN GOOOACRE 

BAGPIPE MAKER 
4 ELCHO STREET PEEBLES EH45 BLQ 

SCOTLAND 
U.K. 

I
 
I
 
I
 Dear John,	 22.4.93. 

Congratulations on winning this years 'GoodacreI	 Trophy' in The Lowland and Border Pipers' Society Competition. 
It was judged by the Committee who wanted to make it very clear 
that although yours was the only entry recieved you did not winI	 by default. You played a very commendable set. 

•
I 

Your trophy, which you get to keep, will be posted
seperately. It is a full size copy of The Montgomery smallpipe
chanter. You only get half of it, but if you win in 1994, then 
you will get an~ther h~lf! 

•
This was the only class available for overseas entry,

but the Committee agreed that it would be good if your 

• 
composition was published in Common Stock. 00 you have it 
written out, and if so could you send it to Jock Agnew? I 
believe he has a computer set up to write music, so dont woery 
if your copy is not neat enough for publication! 

Sadly I was in the USA when this was judged, so 
havn't yet heard your entry, though hope to next week when I 
see Manuel Trucco. Do you mind if he uses all or some of yourI	 entry on the next Samisdat tape? He may want to- I dont know. 
If you are ~ agreeable to this then write him a note. 

Your trophy will be posted as soon as I can get yourI	 certificate signed by Gordon Mooney. 

l	 Well done! 

,
 
l
 

Yours aye 
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September 2, 1993 
Dear Brian: 

Here's a short bit about my re-enacting mania. If you want more of this, let me 
know. I first became interested in Northumbrian piping when I found a record of Billy 
Pigg. Shortly after that I was in New York and found the 1967 edition of the 
smallpipe plans in the library, and in 1975 I made the set I'm still playing, though I've 
switched to a chanter made by John Addison. I spend most of my time these days 
making banduras, a Ukranian harp-like instrument. I used to do nothing but tour and 
play concerts but now life is quieter. The Journal is wonderful. Keep up the good 
work. 

Picture this scene. A piper is seated on a bench next to a wall in a room about 
15 by 15 feet. The room is filled with revellers dressed in knee britches, philamors, 
hunting frocks and other eighteenth century garb. The ladies are decked out in their 
finest gowns. Some are dancing, some are shouting, and one or two merciful souls 
are making sure that the piper is well lubricated. 

Is this a scene out of a Hogarth drawing, or a painting hanging in some ill-lit 
corner of a museum? No. This is a description of myself at one of last Spring's living 
history events. Yes friends, there are places where you can live out all of your 
eighteenth century fantasies and even get paid for it (not often, but it happens). 
When I moved here, to North Carolina, I joined the North Carolina Rangers - a group 
that tries to recreate a Revolutionary War Loyalist Militia unit. We take part in re
enactments of Revolutionary War battles and demonstrate to the public what life was 
like for eighteenth century people with as much accuracy and detail as we can. 

We wear the clothes, eat the food, smoke from clay pipes, start our fires with 
flint and steel, and so on. I quickly discovered that there are never enough musicians 
and pipers are especially welcome, Border and Northumbrian even more so. 

Mostly I can play anything I want, but I try to keep it within the period. People 
actually request pibroch! The war pipes are usually used during battles, and the pipers 
are usually connected with one of the highland regiments, the 42nd, 71 st, or the 
84th. If you'd rather not be part of a line regiment there are always militia groups to 
join. Being part of these groups has given me a greater understanding of the music 
I'm playing since it puts it in context. You get to star in your own movie. You get 
to feel what it is like to be the driving force behind forty people dashing about in 
Dionysian frenzy! More often than not this takes place around a camp fire - the 
combination of woodsmoke and a good single malt is unbeatable. 

If this sounds pretty good to you and you're asking yourself how you can get 
involved with this, read on. The easiest way to contact some of these groups is to 
go to one of the events and talk to the participants. If there is a National Battlefield 
near you where a Revolutionary War battle occurred, ask them about re-enactment 
groups. If all else fails, ask me. 

As far as getting outfitted, it depends on the group you join. If you are part of 
a numbered regiment of the line, you will have to come up with the proper uniform. 
This can get pretty pricey. Its lots cheaper if you learn to sewl I always wear 18th 
century highland gear. The philamor, tartan cloth five feet wide and five yards long. 
You can use any pattern you want. Contrary to 19th century Romantic notions, they 
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An Open Letter From Patrick Sky 

(The folio wing letter was sent across the e-maJ1 Bagpipe network and is published here 
with permission of Mr. Sky.) 

8-27-93 
To all friends of Uillean Pipes: 

•

Uillean piping has changed significantly since I found my first set of Rowsome 
pipes in a New York City bar" in 1970. When I first took up the pipes the only other 
pipers in the United States, that I was aware of, was Dennis Brooks, Tom Standeven, 
Joe Shannon, and Tom Busby. We were so scattered that helping each other was 
really not feasible. I cannot remember a day going by that I was not frustrated and 
afloat in a sea of ignorance. 

•
I tried my hand at pipe making and flute repair between the years 1973 and 1978. 

I made mostly practice sets, copying Rowsome. My sets played well and were in 

•
tune. As far as I know I was the first to make a plastic bag, the first to use 
commercial tubing for reeds, and was the first to use tubing lina! reed seat for the 
chanter and regulators. The reason that I am bringing all of this up is because I have 
made many years woth of mistakes and speak with experience when I criticize pipe 
makers and piping. 

• I've been at the pipes for around 22 years now and after making thousands of 
reeds, I don't know how many chanters and five or six 3/4 sets. After suffering 
through bouts of elation and disgust, I finally have my set of Leo Rowsome pipes 

•, 
going almost perfectly. I say almost perfect, because the one thing that I have 
learned in all of these years is that there is no perfect chanter and that playing in tune 
is always a compromise between the pipes, the reed, and the player. 

didn't have clan tartans in the 18th century. I wear the standard drop sleeve shirt, 
westkit and caddagh instead of knit socks. The buckle shoes were the most 
expensive thing, but I wore mocassins until I could afford the shoes. Highland currans 
are cheap and simple to make. My musket was he biggest investment, but you don't 
have to own one if you're the piper. Camp gear you acquire over time. I've gotten 
lots of great stuff through trades. 

What I love about doing all this living history stuff is that I learn more about the 
music, meet alot of wonderfully interesting people, get alot of neat stuff, eat and drink 
in grand fashion, and I'm surrounded by people who want to hear MORE PIPES. It 
may not be heaven but its as close as I'm likely to get. If I can answer any questions 
about all of this for you, give me a call. 

Ken Bloom 919-368-2847 
Route 3, Box 568 
Pilot Mountain, N.C. 
27041 

1 1 
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Over the years I was your average fanatic; piping friends and loved ones away. 
I have read articles and shared information about pipe making and reed making with 
luminaries such as Tom Busby, Dan Dowd, Tim Britton, Matt Kiernan, and others 
about how to get a set of pipes going. There are a few books also explaining reed 
making. I even wrote a couple of books myself: "The Insane Art of Reed Making" 
1973 and "A Manual for Uillean Pipes" 1978. 

Here is the problem: When Leo Rowsome died, the last great traditional pipe 
maker took 200 years of pipe making knowledge with him. Leo had no apprentice to 
carryon four generations of pipe making traditions. Instead, he left a vacuum that 
has been filled with self made EXPERTS, hundreds of truths, half truths. theories, and 
hairbrained ideas, all mixed together so that it is hard to know what to believe. One 
fact remains: All sets of pipes made after Leo Rowsome's death, whether in Ireland 
or in the U.S., are copies of old pipes. These new sets are produced by self made, 
sometimes talented and sometimes not so talented, pipe makers with no first hand 
knowledge of the traditional craft of pipe making. A set of copy pipes is only as good 
as the original set that is copied, plus the talent of the pipe maker. If either of these 
two factors are not present - talent and a good set of pipes - then a bad set of pipes 
is the result. 

Uillean pipe making has always been a home shop affair. Today's pipe makers are 
individualistic and uncooperative, if not outright critical of each other. While the pipe 
makers fight with each other and spread their dubious theories as to which is the 
best; the large bore, the small bore, the large finger holes, the small finger holes, large 
volume or soft and sweet, the kinds of wood, the reeds, and reed makers squabble 
over staples, width, length, can, etc., etc., the person who simply wants to play the 
pipes and enjoy the music are in a sense, victims of not only this constant bickering 
but the pocketbook as well. 

All pipe makers today have one thing in common: they have their own method of 
pipe and reed making that is based on the dimensions of the pipes that they possess, 
reflect a total lack of standards. What knowledge they do possess was usually 
gleaned from experimentation. Having your own method is not something to brag 
about. What we need is a shared and standardized method that can be easily taught 
to all. 

Today there are pipe makers, some of them complete frauds, who are turning out 
unplayable instruments at an unprecedented rate and selling them for exhorbitant 
sums. I get calls every month from people who have purchased sets of pipes for large 
sums of money, only to be cast afloat and left to their own devices. It seems that 
many new sets of pipes are not even playing well at the time of purchase. As a matter 
of fact I have never heard a full set of pipes made by ANY of the new pipe makers 
that was playing well, I mean regulators and all. This has got to stop. 

I believe the root cause of all of the problems associated with pipe making and 
reed making is "lack of standardization." Without standards knowledge cannot be 
shared very well. What we need is to emphasize what pipes and reeds have in 
common not what sets them apart. I am not talking about tone here. Violins for 
example have an almost identical shape, neck, bridge height, etc., but the makers 
individually have enough leeway to express themselves through volume and tone. 
This is not a new problem. In the past, the closest piping ever got to standards was 
when a pipe maker, such as Leo Rowsome, dominated an era. 
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We should learn from the Scots/Irish bagpipers who over hundreds of years have 
developed standards in reed design, chanters and even the way the music is written 
down, and make some kind of attempt to creat a standard "D" chanter and with it a 
standard reed. The advantages to this should be obvious to everyone. If we had a 
standard, a good reed maker could make standard reeds by the hundreds and sell 
them in batches just like the Scots/Irish bagpipers; through the mail, drawing the 
Uillean pipe community closer and insuring the survival of the instrument. 
Standardization would help teaching tremendously, two or three students could be 
taught at once with chanters that are of the same pitch. True classes would be 
possible. It would bring the prices down which are at this point on the verge of 
making piping a pastime of the wealthy. 

I would like to argue for those who want an instrument that plays well, sounds 
good and that is standardized so that reeds are easy to obtain. I do not want to pay 
thousands of dollars to purchase EXPERIMENTS that are unproven. I do not want to 
pay as high as forty dollars for reeds that mayor may not work. I do not want to 
purchase a set of pipes unless it is going perfectly. I want my pipes to be in concert 
pitch so that I can play music with others. I want some kind of guarantee, if I am 
unsatsfied I want the right to return the pipes for a refund. I want a small book that 
includes the reed measurements for the netire swet of pipes so that a good reed 
maker can make reeds that will fit. 

How do we get pipe makers to agree on a standard chanter? Perhaps we can't, 
but we must try. We must not be intimidated by the expert - remember the last 
EXPERT died in the sixties. We have a right to criticize and to demand a good 
product. We must convince the pipe maker that it is in his best interest to participate 
in standardization. Barring that, the pipe maker must make a good playable set of 
pipes and realize that failure to do so will result in a loss of business. 

Of course, every pipe maker has developed his system of pipe making and has his 
completely subjective opinion as to what is the BEST. This is of course natural, it 
leads to experimentation and eventually improvement of the instrument. However, 
the pipe maker does not have the right to sell "experimental" pipes to unsuspecting 
buyers. He must sell only pipes that are a final working design. We need to convince 
the pipe maker that the purchaser be given a choice of between either a standard set 
of pipes or a set of the pipe maker's own design. Obviously if the pipe maker's set 
is better, then people will buy it. 

Some pipe makers will balk at this idea and still wish to make and sell pipes of 
their own design. This is alright, but in my opinion, they are morally and ethically 
obligated to at least deliver the pipes in FULL WORKING ORDER and to furnish reed, 
bore information, and measurements to the purchaser, so that the pipes can be made 
to play by "any good reed maker." An instruction booklet containing this information 
should be sent with every set of pipes. Any pipe maker failing to do this should be 
shunned by all, and if possible, put out of business. 

I believe that it is time for the Uillean Pipe community to get itself together and 
to stop the bickering and backbiting that has almost led the instrument to extinction. 
We must try with all our might to eliminate that horrible question: "How are your 
pipes going?" I believe that the way to improvement is through standardization and 
criticism. 

Patrick Sky (919) 929-2048 
2000 Ridgewood Road #312 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27516 
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Dear Fellow Piper: 

I awoke my sleepy eyes from the land of hush-a-by to find myself in Elkton, 
Maryland. I scrambled to breakfast at the local restaurant with pipes in hand. On 
then to the American Legion Hall in Elkton for the first-ever meeting of the Lowland 
and Border Pipers. Much to my surprise there were pipes on display from around the 
world. Scottish, Irish, French, English, German, French Court pipes, Bulgarian, Italian 
and many more. Hurdy gurdies were also seen. 

Soon the pipes were playing. French court pipes with hurdy gurdy playing in 
harmony, my heart was beating fast. I never in my life had ever heard such sweet 
sounds. English small pipes or "Northumbrian" pipes started up with Sam Grier 
piping. I so enjoyed the sound in the hands of such a Master player. He played his 
double ivory chanter on the border pipes - a treat that soon brought a large crowd. 
I asked him about his pastoral pipes and said I had never heard a set playing. So he 
reached over, got his set, and what a wonderful sound of music there was before me. 
Why wasn't I born in the 1700's? Oh well... The next set was the French musette 
of which I had only heard recordings of. 

Dinner was served and what meal it was, pot roast, potatoes, corn and all you 
could eat! 

The evening concert was next with a wonderful set of "G" key German pipes. 
"My God, what a deep and resonant sound" with the hurdy gurdy playing. Uilleann 
pipes, pastoral pipes, lowland pipes, small pipes and highland pipes one right after 
another. "Baines would have cheered." 

The dance followed with many line dances with all different pipes playing for each 
set. A wonderful party at Brian McCandless' house wrapped up a most wonderful 
day. I didn't want to leave Elkton, but a bus beckoned and the Song of the Sirens 
(pipes) called. 

Thank you Brian and your lovely wife for a wonderful time. looking forward to 
next year, 

Rick O'Shea, Uilleann Piper 

CALENDAR 1993 

October 16 and 17. 1993: "A Gala Rant". Lowland and Border Pipers' Society 
Collogue at Old Gala House in Galashiels. Featuring lectures by Fred Freeman, Jon 
Swayne, Matt Seattle, Joan Flett, Colin Ross, Goodacre Brothers, and Andy 
Hunter. Exhibition of Alan Jones' bagpipe collection. Concert featuring Hamish 
Moore and Dick Lee and the Hungarian folk group Vasmilong. 

April 1-3. 1994: Pipers' Days in Elkton, Maryland. Exhibition, Workshops, and 
Dance Concert. 

August 27-29, 1994: Tenth Northumbrian Pipers' Convention, North Hero, 
Vermont - Your support and encouragement are needed to make this one happen, 
please write to Alan Jones, P.O. Box 130, Rouses Point, New York, 12979. 
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WELCOME TO THE N.A.A.L.B.P. AND BELLOWS BAGPIPING By Brian McCandless 

The Association 

The North American Association of Lowland and Border Pipers (N.A.A.L.B.P.) 
was founded in 1989 by Brian McCandless to provide a network for North American 
players of bellows pipes and a forum for pipers to share information and music. 

Our name is derived from the name of the Lowland and Border Pipers' Society 
across the Atlantic Ocean and reflects both lowland Scots and Northurnbrian 
influences in the development of Lowland and Border pipes and of bellows-blown 
smallpipes. These days, the diverse piping influences among our members may make 
our name seem a bit too specific, so allow me to say that the name serves as a 
banner heralding a collective common interest, not as a rigid definition. 

The original membership mailing went out in early 1990 to 48 people across 
Canada and the United States and was compiled from mailing lists kindly provided by 
two modern itinerant pipers, Alan Jones and Hamish Moore. As you will see in our 
current membership list at the back of this issue, there are now over 150 people 
involved in the Association. To our charter members I say thank you and to our new 
members I bid you welcome! 

The association was originally conceived to run as a "democratic" organization, 
but force of numbers and the extent of the North American continent have not 
permitted implimentation of that program. For that reason, the association has been 
run by an elected committee consisting of Brian and Michele McCandless, Mike 
MacNintch, and Alan Jones. Through their cooperation and with the support and 
advice of people such as Steve Bliven, James Coldren, John Dally, Sam Grier, 
Richmond Johnston, and Michael MacHarg we have kept up with two of our goals in 
the past years, namely, publication of a bi-annual Journal and hosting of an annual 
gathering. The first N.A.A.L.B.P. Pipers' Day was held in Elkton, Maryland on April 
3, 1993 and we are planning the second, a multi-day event, tentatively to be held on 
the weekend of April 1, 1994. For the past two years we have co-hosted the 
Northumbrian Pipers Convention in North Hero, Vermont where we have had the 
opportunity to meet and study with Lowland pipe, Scottish smallpipe, Uillean pipe, 
and Pastoral pipe players such as Sam Grier, Gordon Mooney, Hamish Moore, Chris 
Ormston, Jerry O'Sullivan, and Ray Sloan. The Vermont convention, run by Alan 
Jones, has also served to introduce us to some of the finest pipe makers of our time, 
notably Michael Dow, Michael MacHarg, Hamish Moore, David Quinn, Colin Ross and 
Ray Sloan. 

Future goals of the association are to produce a cassette of the playing of our 
members, a beginner's manual for pipe playing and maintenance, and a tunebook of 
music adapted for the smallpipes, drawing on our members' diverse cultural 
backgrounds and interests. 
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The Instruments 

Many people have written in asking me to explain the differences between the 
various kinds of pipes we play. In some cases, the person is trying to decide on a 
type of instrument to purchase. For that reason I wrote a short article in Journal #1 
which briefly outlined some of the differences. In addition, Mike MacNintch 
assembled a discography documenting the use of various pipes in the recorded 
medium. We try to update and run the discography once per year and you will find 
it in this issue. Unfortunately, Journal #1 is out of print so I offer you the following 
short descriptions which I hope you'll follow up by consultation with the discography 
and with other members. We do plan to republish the articles from the first four 
Journals as a combined monograph. A/so, books such as Bagpipes by Anthony Baines 
(1960) are indispensible resources which should be sought out for their photographs, 
detailed descriptions, histories, and references. In the paragraphs below are brief 
descriptions of bellows-blown bagpipes from across Europe, namely Lowland pipes, 
Pastoral pipes, Scottish smallpipes, I\lorthumbrian smallpipes, Irish pipes, Musette du 
Cour, Cabrette and Musette Bechonnet, and the Dudy/Gajdy/Koziol family of pipes. 
Simple line drawings of each appear together at the end of the article. 

Overview 

We do not know who first applied the bellows to the bagpipe, but the concept 
4 thof a bellows-blown woodwind instrument is positively ancient, as a century 

illustration of a portative organ on the Obelisk of Theodosius attests (see Musical 
Instruments of the World, Unicef, 1976, p.82l. In its common form a bellows is a 
flexible leather chamber bounded by two wooden naps. A one-way air intake valve 
and exhaust tube allow air to be drawn into the bellows then compressed into a 
bagpipe. A one way "clack" valve inside the bagpipe blowpipe prevents air from 
returning to the bellows so that it must exit through the instrument's reeds and 
thereby set the reeds vibrating. 

In the context of bagpipes, we find a wide occurrence of bellows in 17th 

century art, beginning, for example, with Michael Praetorius' (1619) detailed sketch 
of a Musette du Cour (see Syntagma Musicum, WolfenbUttel, 1619). From there, the 
bellows bagpipe appears in numerous cultural contexts across all of Europe. In the 
past two centuries, the bellows pipes have variously maintained a place in the cultures 
of Northumberland, Ireland, Poland, and France where innovative makers have 
successfully achieved instruments capable of performing in a staccato manner. 
Recent decades have witnessed an increase in the popularity of all forms of bellows
blown pipes and one in particular, the pastoral pipe, is in the infancy of its revival. 
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"Why bother with a bellows?" is a question I hear often. I don't think anyone 
answer does the job, especially considering the different cultural contexts and 
technical aspects of some of the pipes. So I give three appropriate responses which, 
taken together, provide a basis for discussion - talk amongst yourselves: 

1. The bellows is a dry form of blowing which is less damaging to thin wood/cane 
reeds over a long period of use. 

2. The player is free to sing/smoke/talk while playing. 

3. The player's face is not necessarily contorted by playing the instrument. 

With this in mind we can move onto the descriptions and drawings of bellows
blown pipes. As a musical instrument the bagpipe has certain inherent limitations 
which makers and players have learned to overcome through the ages, resulting in 
some of the highly developed instruments discussed below. Some of these musical 
limitations involve note articulation, chromaticism, scale, and pitch. When I refer to 
the pitch of a bagpipe, I mean the note sounded with six fingers and the back thumb 
down on the chanter. This is the tonic or fundamental or keynote and is the note to 
which the drones are generally tuned in their various octaves. Do not confuse the key 
of a bagpipe with a metal key on a bagpipe chanter or regulator. I use the term 
"complex drone" to refer to drones which can be re-pitched by use of a revolving 
perforated ring (or "bead") on the drone tube. In this article, I will capitalize the 
names of bagpipes for emphasis, although this practice is not generally followed in 
musicological literature. 
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Lowland and Border Pipe 

These pipes, so named for their early geographical occurrence in the region 
bordering Scotland and Northumberland bear a resemblance to both the Scottish 
Highland pipes and to the central French Cornemuse. They gained notoriety as the 
instruments of the 17th and 18th century village waits, or town pipers, and their 
heyday culminated with the colorful exploits of the border reivers and of the rags-to
riches-to-rags piper Jamie Allan. After the passing of the town pipers, the instrument 
fell into limited use until its reincarnation by Cocks and Robertson in the early part of 
the 20th century as the "half-long" bagpipe. 

The Lowland pipe has a conically-bored chanter with a double-bladed reed 
which produces a loud nasal whine but which is generally quieter than the Highland 
pipe. The chanter is reeded in such a way as to be able to overblow into the second 
octave which increases the melodic range in a manner akin to the French Cornemuse. 
The drones are nominally cylindrically-bored, are reeded with single-bladed cane reeds 
and are carried in a common stock. 

Nowadays the drones can be obtained in a variety of configurations, a common 
one being tenor/tenor/bass, which is similar to that of the Highland pipe. Some 
makers have added a deeper contrabass drone and/or drones pitched a fifth higher 
than the tenor or even a fourth between the bass and tenor. Typically the chanter 
plays a major scale pitched in A or B-flat with a flattened or even neutral seventh, but 
a variant with a sharp seventh has been discovered (see Ray Sloan' article in Journal 
#4, p. 52). Makers of different interpretations of this instrument include John 
Addison, Jimmie Anderson, Mike MacHarg, Hamish Moore, David Naill and Co., Ray 
Sloan, and Jonathan Swayne. Geordie Syme and Jamie Allan were notable players 
of this bagpipe in the early 19th century. Modern players include Alan Jones, Gordon 
Mooney, Hamish Moore, and Jean Pierre Rasle . 

.......-...:::'" ".............,~...... ' 
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Pastoral Pipe 

This pipe bears much in common with the Lowland pipe and has many 
refinements that make the instrument more versatile but at the same time harder to 
master. It is named (we think) for its role in John Gay's Beggar's Opera (1728) which 
featured a "pastoral scene" including the bagpipe. The opera was later referred to as 
Gay's "Newgate Pastorale" after London's Newgate prison which was the setting for 
the story. Illustrations by William Hogarth and others depict the instrument in the 
context of the opera, and numerous extant Pastoral pipes of that period are to be 
found. They all have a very long, narrow-tapered conical bore which carries a 
removable foot joint. The narrow bore and long foot-joint allow the chanter to be 
overblown well up into the second octave while retaining the basic fingering system 
of the Lowland pipe. Recent advances in reeding the instrument by Sam Grier prove 
that a full two octave range was possible, with at least two ways of playing the 
chanter across the octave break. The tone of the Pastoral pipe is unique - a quiet 
nasal voice which blends like a bell into its drones. The drones are carried in a 
common stock in an arrangement that evolved over the 18th and 19th centuries. A 
common feature is that the bass drone is folded back on itself, either within the main 
stock (pre-1800) or externally (post-1800). Any number of drones are possible, with 
two (baritone/bass) or three (tenor/baritone/bass) being common on the earliest 
instruments. Sometime in the late 1700's, regulators were added alongside of the 
drones to permit chordal accompaniment to the chanter melody. The regulator is 
essentially a chanter that is all closed up by a stopper and spring-loaded metal keys. 
The instruments were pitched in E-flat or D. Some antique instruments carry metal 
keys on the chanters to allow truer chromatic notes (e.g., 8-flat) than can be obtained 
by cross-fingering. Some instruments have been made entirely of ivory although 
boxwood, cherry and blackwood were widely used. A careful examination of several 
18th and early 19th century engravings of "gentleman" pipers reveals their instruments 
to be the Pastoral bagpipe, despite the fact that the title or label may indicate "Irish" 
or "union" pipes. A dead giveaway in these illustrations is the foot-joint extension on 
the chanter. The notable Northumbrian pipemaker Robert Reid made pastoral pipes; 
in recent years, Chris Bailey, Colin Ross, John Addison, Mike MacHarg, and Brian 
McCandless have made Pastoral pipes to measurements of extant instruments of the 
18th century. Jamie Allan was reputed to be a player of this pipe in the early 19th 
century. Modern players of the instrument include Hamish Moore, Sam Grier, Joe 
Moir, and Brian McCandless. 



•••••• 
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Three recent Pastoral bagpipe replicas. 

Top: Copy of mid-18th century pipe by W. Squire, Stirlingshire. 
Pitched in E-flat with 3 drones. Cherrywood and brass. Made 
by Brian McCandless. 

Mid: Copy of early 19th century pipe by Naughton. Original 
rests in the Kinguissie Castle Museum. Pitched in 0, three 
drones, one regulator. Cocobolo wood and brass. Made by 
Mike MacHarg. 

Bot: Adaptation of early 19th century pipe by R. Reid (?). 
Original rests in Blackgate Museum, New Castle. Two drones, 
one regulator. Blackwood and brass. Made by John Addison. 
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Scottish Smallpipe 

This is the pipe played by the majority of our members, and it is a favorite of 
Highland pipers for indoor playing. It has also found a place among non-piping 
musicians in that it is a forgiving instrument to finger while producing a beautiful tone. 
Among the earliest known examples is the "Montgomery" set dated 1757, as 
discussed by Hugh Cheape in Common Stock (Vol. 4, No.1, 1989). In Northumbria 
this type of instrument dates to the mid-17th century where it served as the progenitor 
of the Northumbrian smallpipe. Its chanter is related to the so-called ·practice 
chanter" used today by Highland pipers. Other relatives of the Scottish smallpipe 
include the mouth-blown Dudey and Hummelchen noted by Praetorius and the French 
Musette du Cour. 

The Scottish smallpipe has not been standardized to a single pitch, reeding, or 
drone configuration: it can be obtained in pitches of low G, A, B-flat, C, D, E-flat, F, 
and high G and with as many as six complex drones with on/off plugs or switches. 
In its simplest form it consists of a cylindrically-bored chanter with three drones in a 
common stock tuned alto/tenor/bass. Many makers are offering instruments with 
interchangeable chanters and drones so that a single bag can be used to play in 
different keys. The sound of the chanter is very dependent on the pitch chosen but 
a general feature is that it produces something of a buzz, and the tonic note (six 
fingers down) gets lost in the drone, unlike the Highland or Lowland pipes where the 
"high A" seems to disappear into the drones. For this reason, some Highland 
movements like birls and grips are not as effective as cut notes played high up on the 
chanter. Quite apart from the usual Highland style of fingering, a completely closed 
style can be employed to great effect, using the six finger note as a reference point 
in staccato playing between each melody note - it vanishes into the drone giving the 
illusion that the chanter is stopped between melody notes. A similar style of playing 
is used on the Northumbrian pipes, the Musette du Cour, and the Cabrette. The 
chanter range can be extended by the addition of metal keys to obtain notes above 
the thumb hole and natural notes within the scale. Many makers exist, both in North 
America and in the United Kingdom (see list of makers). Modern players of the 
instrument include lain Macinnes, Gordon Mooney, Hamish Moore, Rab Wallace, and 
Robin Williamson. Hamish Moore and Gordon Mooney have run piping schools across 
North America for the Scottish smallpipe. 




Northumbrian Smallpipe I 

I The Northumbrian smallpipe began its evolution as a form of the Scottish 
smallpipe, but its chanter was eventually closed at the bottom which allowed for a 

• 
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very articulated staccato style of playing and for keyed notes well below the tonic. 
Tradition has the instrument pitched in F or F-sharp with a few being made in G and 
low D, all with four complex drones. Early instruments were unkeyed, but during the 
past century instruments with as many as 21 keys have been made. The playing 
technique and gracing of the Northumbrian pipe is well developed, which is attributedI to its long unbroken tradition and development earlier in this century. The increased 
popularity of the instrument in recent decades was facilitated in part by the 
enthusiasm of Lance Robson whose family had a long history of piping and tune 
collecting. Today Lance travels widely to teach Northumbrian pipes and pipe 
maintenance. Robert Reid elevated the making of this instrument to a fine art as 
many of his extant instruments in ivory and silver attest. Modern instruments are built 
in blackwood with brass ferrules and tuning beads. Recent makers include John 
Addison, Dave Burleigh, Heriot and Allan, David Quinn, Colin Ross, and Ray Sloan. 
It has been used in venues ranging from traditional sessions to accompaniment of soft 
rock music such as on Sting's recent release "Fields of Barley" with Kathryn Tickell 
playing the Northumbrian Smallpipes. Other players to listen to are Richard Butler, 
Pauline Cato, Ged Foley, Anthony Robb, and Dave Shaw. For more information, 
contact the Northumbrian Smallpipes Society c/o Richard Shuttleworth, 1867 Theoret, 
Brossard, Quebec, J4W 2K6, Canada. 

Irish (Uillean, Union) Pipes 

At a glance the fully developed Uillean pipe is the most complex of the bellows
blown pipes, carrying a chromatic chanter capable of two octaves, four drones with 
an on/off switch, and three to six regulators capable of providing organ-like chordal 
accompaniment. Early examples bear a close resemblance to early pastoral pipes, and 
their historical relationship has been often discussed. The most telling distinction, 
though, is the absence of a foot-joint on the Uillean pipe. This absence permits 
"playing on the knee" in staccato fashion. The most common pitch of modern 
instruments is D, although nothing can quite compare to the low groan of a "flat set" 
(pitched from C to B-flat). Modern players include Tim Britton, Tom Creegan, Liam 
O'Flynn, Paddy Keenan, Patrick Molard, Davey Spillane, and Jerry O'Sullivan. For 
more information on the history and people associated with this instrument, may I 
recommend Captain Francis O'Neill's book Irish Minstrels and Musicians (1913) (now 
in reprint from Celtic Music, 24 Mercer Row, Louth, Lincolnshire, England). You can 
learn more through Na Piobairi Uillean, 15 Henrietta Street, Dublin 1, Ireland. 
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Musette du Cour 

This most diminutive of bagpipes is the one portrayed by Praetorius and for 
many years enjoyed the attentions of the upper class of French society during the 17th 

and 18th centuries. It consists of an open ended chanter (grand chalumeau), a parallel
mounted keyed chanter (petit chalumeau) , and a shuttle containing four to six 
internally folded drones (bourdons) tuned by means of moveable sliders (layettes). All 
of the pipes - chanters and drones - are reeded with double-bladed reeds which gives 
the instrument a bright presence. The chanter carries several keys for playing 
chromatic scales and is typically pitched in C. It is thus suited for duets with hurdy 
gurdy and harpsichord which, together with its compact shape and capabilities 
contributed to its popularity among "baroque" and "classical" artists. Many pieces 
were composed for the Musette du Cour by the likes of Baton, Chedeville, Couperin, 
and Hotteterre and two detailed treatises for playing the instrument were produced: 
Traite de la Musette (1672) by Charles-Emmanuel Borjon and Methode pour la 
Musette (1737) by Jacques Hotteterre. Two recent books have excellent articles by 
the leading modern player of the Musette, Jean-Christophe Maillard. They are 
Cornemuses - Souffles Infinis, Souffles Continus, Geste Editions (1991), ISBN 2
905061-47-2 and Proceedings of the International Bagpjpe Symposium, Uitgeverij 
(1988), Utrecht (available in French from: Stichting Volksmuziek Nederland, P.O. Box 
331, 3500 AH Utrecht, The Netherlands). 

Cabrette and Musette Bechonnet 

Descendants of the Musette du Cour, these folk instruments are currently in 
widespread use throughout France and North America, particularly in Quebec and in 
the American west and northwest. Their distinctive feature is the conically-bored 
chanter mounted parallel to a drone. 

The Cabrette was invented around 1800 in Paris by displaced Auvergnats and 
was no doubt inspired by the Musette du Cour. The name "cabrette" is derived from 
the middle Latin word for goat, so-applied for the skins used for bags in the early 
days. The name shares a linguistic heritage with other pipes, notably the Chabrette 
(Limousin), Chevre (Langued'oc), Chuvash (Russia), Koza (Poland), and Chiboni 
(Adzharia). The Cabrette, like the Pastoral pipe, has small finger holes with fairly thick 
chanter walls which produces a distinctive nasal tone. Its chanter and drone are 
mounted in separate tubular stocks bound together by wires or sheet metal and share 
a common air supply which enters through the chanter's stock and passes through 
to the drone. A consequence of this is that the air pressure supplied to the chanter 
reed is modulated by the slower beating single-bladed drone reed which together 
produce a horrendous buzz. Thus, many Cabrette players use no drone and play in 
concert with accordion or hurdy gurdy, which have strong drones. Other players use 
a modified drone known as a chanterelle which has a double-bladed chanter reed and 
a modified drone which sounds very pleasant. Modern players such as Jean 
Bergheaud, Antonine Bouscatel, Martin Cayla, Louis Rispal, Pierre Ladonne (and 
former generations of Ladonnes), and Eric Montbel use a technique called picotage 
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which pits the melody notes against the chanter's six-finger note in rapid alternation. 
On an undroned instrument this technique gives the illusion of a drone. •
 

The Musette Bechonnet is named for Joseph Bechonnet who, around 1850 in 
Effiat, on the border between the Auvergne and the Bourbonnais, improved the 
regional two-droned Cornemuse by adding a bellows, adding a third drone, and fitting 
the drones with metal reeds. The chanter, like that found on the Cornemuse, is 
capable of overbJowing up to three notes above the high thumb note. It is mounted 
in a very decorative rectangular stock together with the tenor and treble drones. The 
bass drone is mounted in a manner akin to the "Flemish" pipes portrayed by Brueghel 
and protrudes up and out from the player. The Musette Bechonnet, like its ancestor 
the central French Cornemuse, is tolerant of many fingering styles and techniques. 
The instrument can be heard in the playing of Robert Amyot, Jean Blanchard, Bernard 
Blanc, Les Brayauds, Brian McCandless, and Jean-Pierre Rasle. Modern makers of the 
instrument include Bernard Blanc, Dominique Bouge, Remy DuBois, and Mike 
MacHarg. 

Dudy, Gajdy, Koza, Bock 

The pipes called Dudy, Gajdy, Koza, and Bock are all members of a family of 
bagpipes found at one time throughout Europe but which today are played in countries 
east of Germany. The Czech word "Dudy" is plural for "Duda", and means "Bagpipe", 
like the German word "dudelsack". The names Koza (Polish) or Koziol (Wendish) and 
Bock (German) refer to the goat used to make the bag. The pipes we are concerned 
with here are bellows-blown, have a cylindrically-bored diatonic chanter with a single
bladed reed, a single drone, and a goat-skin bag. It is not clear when the bellows was 
added, but this style of bagpipe design is over 1000 years old! The chanter and drone 
on these pipes emanate from ornately turned and carved stocks and are fitted with 
large horn or brass bells. A photograph of a 16th century Polish pipe with two drones 
appears in Plate XIX of Anthony Baines' 1967 book entitled, Woodwind Instruments 
and Their History (reprinted by Dover Publications in 1991). 

Typically the chanter has 7 holes on the front and a thumbhole. Although the 
pipes occur in many pitches, D, E-flat, and F seem to be the most common. The 
fingering systems differ also, but a common one (e.g., the Czech Dudy) has a bass 
E-flat drone with the chanter scale progressing: B, 0, E-flat, F, G, A-flat, B, and C. 
Thus the drone is pitched an octave below the five finger note of the chanter. On the 
Polish Koza, the drone is tuned to the seven finger note (all down on chanter) while 
the Polish Gajdy has the drone tuned to the four finger note. 

Another distinguishing feature of these pipes are the bass drones. On the 
Polish Gajdy and Koza the bass drone bends over at the player's shoulder and extends 
downward at a modest angle. On the Czech Oudy, the Boemischer Bock, and the 
Polish Dudy Wielkopolska the bass drone is folded back on itself with curved tubing 
(like seen on the Uillean pipe) to shorten the length. Like the Gajdy and the Koza, the 
Dudy and Bock drones hang down over the shoulder. Occasionally one will see the 
drone hanging down the front, as on the Egerlander Bock. 
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It is traditional for the Dudy and Koza to be played at village social events, 
sometimes in duo, and sometimes accompanied by clarinet, fiddle, or vocals. In 
Poland the Koza SJubnego is a black-bagged pipe played before a wedding while the 
Koza Weselnego, a white-bagged pipe, is used during or after the wedding. These 
pipes are capable of over-blowing two notes which yields a range of an eleventh. It 
is no surprise to learn that the playing and making of these pipes has been preserved 
by the "Highlanders" of the respective regions. Access to information on Czech and 
Polish pipes has been facilitated by the writings of Josef Rezny and Antonin 

Janiszewski, respectively. Two very active players of Polish pipes in the United 
States are Sean Folsom and Rik Palieri (see the interview with Rik in this Journal). 
Below is a fingering table (by A. Janiszewski) for the Polish bellows-blown wedding 
pipe called Koza Siubnego and for its practice chanter pipe (mouth blown, akin to the 
concept of the Scottish .. goose"). 
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Examples of Bellows-Blown Bagpipes 
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Index: 1) Lowland pipe; 2) Pastoral pipe; 3) Scottish smallpipe; 4) Northumbrian smallpipe; 5) Uillean 
pipe; 6) Musette du Cour; 7) Cabrette; 8) Musette Bechonnet; and 9) Koza 
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CARE~AI\JD MAINTENANCE OF BELLOWS-BLOWN BAGPIPES By Michael MacHarg 

Your Editor and Chairman of the N.A.A.L.B.P. has asked me to write a short 
article for the Journal concerning the care and maintenance of all the lowland bellows 
pipes. 

No matter how you received your set of pipes ergo, by return post or collecting 
them in-person from the makers shop, examine the pipes generally for any obvious 
problems such as loose mounts, slack hemp joints as well as joints that are too tight. 
Check also that all the stocks are secure in the bag and that all the valves, blowstick 
and bellows are working properly. Make sure the reeds are in good working order and 
that they have not fallen out of the reed seats into the bag. 

If this is a used instrument, but new to you. all of the above applies to this set 
as well. I would give a used instrument a complete overhaul, that is, completely 
checking the bag for airtightness as well as the stocks for loose ferrules, cracks, etc. 
Try to turn any or all of the stocks in the bag to be sure that they are well tied-in. 
You cannot tolerate even a small air leak from the beg, or for that matter from any 
part of a set of pipes, be it drone stocks, sliders, reeds, etc. It has to operate as a 
fully pressurized system. 

Seasoning the pipe bag and in some cases the bellows is necessary to render 
them airtight. Which seasoning to use? Do not use Scottish highland pipe seasoning 
as it contains ingredients not harmonious to dry blown reeds as some contain water. 
If you must season your bag and/or bellows you can make a mixture of olive, neats
foot or sweet almond oil and bees wax in equal parts. This is made in a double boiler 
set-up so as not to risk a wax or oil fire, and is applied quite warm to bag and 
bellows. How often should this be done? There is no hard and fast rule. I would say 
when your bag is having difficulties holding air or the bellows is not drawing well, it's 
time to season. 

The sound in general and the overall performance of the instrument is greatly 
enhanced by oiling the bores of the drones and chanter. All of the stocks and other 
connections should be oiled as well, but not as frequently as the other musical parts. 
Traditionally olive oil is used for oiling the pipe parts, although a number of different 
oils can or are being used such as sweet-oil (medical grade oil), almond oil, sweet 
almond, and various commercially available bore oils. One should continue to use the 
oil that was first used on a particular set of pipes. I don't think using 2 dissimilar oils 
is a good idea, although no great harm will be done if this happens. I personally prefer 
sweet almond oil as it is more refined than other oils (thinner), will be absorbed by the 
wood easily and will not leave a residue after prolonged use. Almond oil has been 
used on wooden musical instruments for hundreds of years. 
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I personally do not use oil on the outside of a set of pipes, except when used 
as a finish or polish (a completely different type of oil). One may use oil on the 
outside of the pipes, if they wish, as it will not harm the wood or other parts or 
mountings. 

Preparing the joints is a topic which is not often addressed or taught. There are 
a few basic things to be aware of in re-hemping your pipe joints: 

Whatever cord you use, it should not be too large in diameter or too 
coarse texture and should be able to hold wax. 

The cord should adhere to the combed recess of the section being re
hemped. This is accomplished by coating the first 12"-24" of the cord 
(hemp) with black wax (Thermawax or Healball) and proceed to wind the 
joint rather firmly. 

When the joint is wound to an easy sliding fit, the surface should be 
rubbed with bees wax and smeared into the cord with the fingers. 

Teflon tape may be added at this stage if you like (non-traditional) as it 
works quite well. When using teflon tape, you must put bees wax on 
the joint (cord) first, or the tape will not adhere and will slide off. 

Important: try to avoid wrapping a little bit of hemp onto a joint when it 
is loose to make it tight (firm). Again, many stock and drone sections 
have been damaged (cracked) using this quick fix method. If the joint is 
too slack or loose, rewrap the entire joint. 

Pipe bags do have to be replaced from time to time, because they are getting 
old and are not airtight anymore. In the case of a used instrument it may be too large 
or small or not the correct shape (style) for you. Many seasoned pipers will not tie-in 
a pipe bag, as they have not been taught to do so, or are just intimidated by the 
whole procedure. If you are happy with your old stock positions in the bag, simply 
transfer the stock locations to the new bag. Refer to the College of Piping Tutor #2 
for the basic method, or contact your local pipe maker and I'm sure he or she would 
be happy to tie-on a new pipe bag for you for a small fee. 

If you have further technical questions, feel free to write to Brian or me - we 
will do what we can to help. 

Mike MacHarg
 
RFD 2, Route 14, Box 286
 
South Royalton, Vermont
 
05068
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A BORING ARTICLE By Eoghan Ballard 

When rwo OR mORe pipesmakeRs ger rogerheR. rhe ralk qUickly moves FRom rhe 

making of music ro rhe biRrhing of bagpipes. Whar ropic do you q:pecr would enrhRall 

a gRoup of pipesmakeRS? Woods? Finishes? OJeasuRemenrs? ln rhis day and age. 

lvoRy subsLirures? The laresr jigs and new rools? Andque rools and merhods of 

manufacruRe? 1'\11 rhese and mORe. One ropic rhar seldom rakes up a lor of Lime in 

rhese discussions is rhar of dRill birs. Lirrle arrendon seems ro be paid ro rhem. 

PeRhaps rhey aRe consideRed roo basic, OR a closed SUbject". Thar is unfoRrunare fOR 

rhey aRe neirheR. 

TheRe may be mORe q:cidng issues ro discuss. None me less. if rhe bORe is nor 

dRilted accuRarely and cleanly, rhe new inst"Rumenr Will likely ger no FURrheR rhan rhe 

larhe. lF ir does. ir may nor be wORrh rhe mareRials fRom which ir's made. 

The manuFacrURe of pipes RequiRes a Respecrable vaRier:y of good. qualiry dRill 

birs. This is essenda1. A Jess rhan peRfect" larhe can be dealt: wim; a set" of rURning 

cools made FRom old files will hold rhe Requisire edge. DRill birs char aRe less rhan 

adequare will haunr rhe hopeful pipesmakeR as long as rheY'Re coleRaced. These dRills 

should RepResenr a good Range of sizes FRom machinisr's numbeRed bla up ro oirs 

seveRal inches in diamereR. Lengchs will vaRy fRom less chan an inch co oveR a foot". The 

cypes also vaRy. A good collecdon may include spoon birs. aiRCRaFr oit:s. shell augURS, 

rwisr dRills. bRad dRills. even spade birs. Whar should nor vaRy is me qualir:y of che 

sreet. High speed rool sreet is whac should be soughr. While 1do nor suggesc char che 

only good birs should cosr rap dollaR. be cauLious when faced wirh a deal char seems 

roo good co be {Rue, k ofcen is. 

FOR dRilling rhe FingeR holes. aveRage lengch bics aRe suFficienc FOR rhe job. ~ou 

may use machinisr's birs . rhough bRad poinc bics aRe my pReFeRence. They seem co 
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cause less ceaR in all buc che haRdesc woods. While highspeed scee! will be enough co 

make any pipesmakeR pRoud. if you can aFFoRd CaRbide Lipped blades. chey will scay 

shaRp FaR longeR. Whac kind of cosc diFFeRence is cheRe? A. sec of 100 high speed bics 

may Run as much as $200.00. By compaRison. a sec of only 7 caRbide Lipped biLS mighc 

sell FOR $75.00. Do noc Feel howeveR chac cosc should keep you ouc of che Field. BaRgain 

hunLing is enjoyable, and cheRe is noching WRong wich buying ine..x:pensive cools so long 

as you look FOR Reasonable qualicy.and pRice does noc always equal qualicyl 

TURning OUR arrenLion co che dRills used La bORe ouc che chanceR and dRones. we 

aRe mec wich a FaR less easy sec of choices. This is wheRe ResouRceFulness comes in 

handy. ShORC dRill bics aRe Readily available, and while some may be quice coscly. cheRe 

is such a vaRiecy chac Reasonably pRiced alceRllaLives may be Found. When looking FOR 

ep:Ra long dRill bics. che absence of appRopRiace bics is immediacely obvious. 

lF YOUR pipesmaking endeavoRS aRe going co be RCSmcced La smallpipes, chen you 

will be less challenged in chis aRea chan will be che individual who wishes co a make sec 

of Bo Ui11eann Pipes OR even a sec of Lowland Pipes. With Smallpipes. a 10' long dRill is 

pRobably adequat"e. especially wit"h t"he Scomsh vaRieLies. FOR t"his cype of t"ask, invest" 

in a set" of long bRad point" bit"s FRom a Fine woodwoRking t"ool cat"alog. e}=pect" t"o pay 

as much as $10.00 apiece FOR t"hese bit"s. ~ou may locat"e a set" of t"hem FOR as low as 

$20.00 t"o $30.00. but" t"he naRRoweR ones (me most" cRiLical FOR OUR pURposes) aRe 

likely t"o be FaulLy. Having gorren t"hese: DRill slowly1 1do mean slowly. TheRe aRe t"hose 

who pReFeR t"o dRill at" high speed. Wit"h pRacLice and some of t"he bit"s 1 shall descRibe 

lat"eR t"his may be done. The Rat"e at" which dRill bit"s come out" me side of a piece of 

wood in t"he eaRly st"ages of leaRning is such t"hat" 1 suggest" going slowly at" FiRSt". k 

allows Lime t"o check on pRogRess. While you aRe not" going t"o be maXing any mist"akes. 

it" is pleasant" t"o obseRve peRfecLion at" a leisuRely pace. 
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Uileann Pipes OR Lowland Pipes RequiRe a diffeRem: SCRaLegy. Once upon a time 

iL was easy. WoodCRaFL used La sell Ridgway Shell AUgURS. They could be gOL in 

lengLhs of abouL 2zt inches and in a healLhy vaRieLy of widchs. 1am unawaRe of anyone 

who cURRenLly sells chem. f'\ call LO WoodCRaFL mighL ResulL in a lead. heRe is weRe 

cReativiLy comes in. SeveRal alLeRnatives e}:isL La SUiL diffeRenL LasLes. 

The wood may dRilled halFway, Rechucked in ReveRSe and dRilled so LhaL Lhe holes 

meeL in Lhe CenLeR. They seldom do, even wiLh caRe. Using a gReaL deal of caRe, and 

wood, Lhis meLhod can be made La woRk-some of Lhe rime. A dRill can be lengLhened by 

bR£U:.ing a long Rod onLO iL. AlLeRnaLely, homemade dRills may be manufacLuRed. lf you 

choose Lhis paLh LheRe aRe seveRal Lypes of biLS Lhar may be made. Buy good dRill sLock 

in lengLhs suiLable La YOUR need. lF you have some smh:'hing skill. you may wanL LO upseL 

Lhe end LO be used fOR Lhe cumng edge so as LO make ir somewhaL wideR Lhan Lhe 

shank of Lhe dRill. This isn'L essential bUL iL aids in cleaRing wood chips when bORing. 

The alLeRnatives now aRe LO maMe a squaRe end OR Round end spoon OR shell auguR 

(hollow), OR a FTaL ended biL. 

A. small gRindeR such as used by hobbyisLs may be udli;l:ed ro do rhe shaping. 

~Rind slowly LO avoid oveRheating Lhe meLa1. CaRe mUSL be Laken ro rempeR Lhe biL 

cORRecLly. The lifespan of YOUR Lool is deLeRmined in laRge paRr by how ~e meral is 

LempeRed. To haRd and iL will be bRirr1e. Too sofL and iL will weaR down roo qUickly OR 

bend. While Lhis aRdc1e cannOL go inLo Lhe intRicacies of LempeRing sreel. Lhe besr 

COlOR fOR a bir is a Rich peacock. ThaL is a deep pURple COlOR. Today rheRe aRe seveRal 

q:cellenL books on Loolmaking wRirren wiLh Lhe WOodwoRkeR in mind. 
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hollow oit"s flat" oit"s Side views 

e;:peRiment" and shaRe yOUR ResulLS. Pat"Rick Hennelly. t"he Chicago pipesmakeR. 

once t"old me t"hat" t"heRe weRe no such t"hings as t"Rade seCReLS. only fools who t"hought" 

t"hey had t"hem. Spoon oit"s OR shell auguRs will allow fOR fasLeR speeds t"o oe used when 

dRilling t"han do t"wist" dRills. Twist" dRills have a gReat"eR t"O'ldency t"o wandeR wit"h t"he 

gRain. 1 st"ill Recommend t"hat" you sLick wit"h SlOweR spttds. but" t"hat" is a peRsonal 

pRefeRence. 

lf you can come aCROSS t"hem. t"heRe is one OrneR alreRnaLive. This dRill oit" is a 

gun makeRS dRill. k is similaR La a shell augUR wit"h an arlglcd Rat"heR t"han Rounded t"ip. 

What" set"s it" apaRt" is t"hat" it"has one OR t"wo small OOReS RUnning t"he lengt"h of t"he oiL. 

lf hooked up t"o an aiRoRush st"yle compRessoR t"hat" can push aiR t"hROUgh t"he bit". t"his 

kind of bit" will allow fOR fast". clean and cool boRing. rye seen t"hem in use by t"he lat"e 

Johnnie BURke of BRay. Co. Wicklow. He mouneed Cl small compReSSOR La t"he t"ail seock 

of his lat"he and SWORe t"hese bit"s cut" ebony like butteR. 



ACOUSTICAL ASPECTS OF BAGPIPE CHANTERS by Brian E. McCandless 

The following article is based on the first half of a lecture entitled "A Millenium 
of Bagpiping in the British Isles and Ireland" written by Brian McCandless in 1992. 
He presented it at the 1992 convention of the Mid-A tlantic Chapter of the Society of 
Ethnomusicology at the University of Pennsylvania on April 11, 1992 with musical 
assistance from Michele McCandless and Mike MacNintch. A short form of the talk 
was given as a workshop at the 9 th Northumbrian Pipers' Convention at North Hero, 
Vermont on August 28, 1993. The text of the historical section of the talk will be 
presented in Journal 7 along with some rare illustrations showing some connections 
between British-Irish piping traditions and those from continental Europe. There is alot 
to understand here, so I recommend you read Arthur Benade's Fundamentals of 
Musical Acoustics, 1976 (reprinted in 1990 by Dover Publications) for more detail of 
woodwind instrument acoustics. I would like to thank Sam Grier and Peter Riley for 
sharing their own findings with me. The subject of!J.fl.JN. a reed vibrates and how it 
responds to the shape and geometry of its stock is complex and deserves its own 
article. Let us suffice it to say that a chanter reed works by the interaction between 
air pressure (the force compressing the reed blades) and elasticity (the reactive force 
of the reed blades). There is a strong modulating component caused by the air flow 
through the reed (Bernoulli effect). The ensuing oscillations in airpressure occur many 
times per second and are the driving force of any reed. 

The untamed reed, whether a blade of grass held between the thumbs or an 
oboe reed fashioned precisely from paper-thin strips of cane tied onto a metal staple, 
is an unwieldy device, vibrating freely and generally disturbing the atmosphere as air 
is forced through it. Place this device so that it feeds into a cavity or chamber, 
however, and two things happen. First, the air displaced by the reed expands to fill 
the cavity and eventually exits. Second, the time-oscillating pressure produced by the 
reed will result in a series of standing waves within the chamber. These standing 
waves are said to "resonate" thereby producing an audible tone whose character and 
volume will depend on the shape and size of the cavity and on the vibrational 
properties of the reed feeding it. If few well defined standing waves are establ.ished, 
then no distinct tone will be detected, but rather, a buzz will be produced. If two 
standing waves cancel each other out, then no sound is emitted. Some places within 
the cavity will have very low wave intensity - these points are called nodes. 

When the cavity and the reed are well matched, a rich harmonic spectrum is set 
up within the cavity which allows for a wide range of tonal possibilities at different 
points within the cavity (like in an ocarina). If the cavity is long and thin, e.g., a tube, 
the tone obtained will be a strong function of the tube's length. If we perforate the 
tube at some point along its length, we disrupt the natural harmonics of the tube and 
effectively shorten it, which raises the pitch. The pitch raises because higher tones 
are produced by higher frequency harmonics and these are produced by shorter tubes. 
Lower tones are produced by longer tubes, which can resonate at lower frequencies. 
Thus, fingering a chanter changes its length and therefore its pitch. Subtleties of 
fingering, such as cross-fingered notes and forked fingering can be used to flatten a 
note one semitone or to improve the tone color and intonation. These techniques are 
the basis for vibrato and systems of codified playing throughout the bagpipe world. 
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I Ba~pipe chanters, oboes, clarinettes, and the like are perforated cavities which 

are well matched to specific reeds. Within the limits of acoustical practicality, the 
dimensions of the instrument -length, taper, finger hole position, finger hole size, and 
wall thickness - are configured to meet the musical demands placed on the 
instrument. It is a matter for history to decide which came first for any given bagpipe 
- its chanter design or its reed - but many of us feel that for each class of instrument 
there exists an archetypal reed around which many variants of a given instrument may 
be designed. It may surprise some of you to learn that the same cane or plastic 
chanter reed fitted into a Northumbrian small pipe chanter in F will perform equally well 
in a Scottish smallpipe chanter in O. This is because the popular designs for these 
chanters call for the same cylindrical bore, with a diameter of around 3.4 mm (11/64 
inch). If you line up the reed seats of these two chanters, you will find that within 
nominal tolerances, the holes of overlapping scale notes (G, A, C#, and 0) are in the 
same position along the length from the reed seat. 

In fact, there is no theoretical reason why a chanter with a cylindrical bore 
cannot be made in any musical key to fit a single reed design by simply changing the 
chanter length and positioning the holes correctly for the chanter scale. The limits 
to this logic, however, are chanters too short or too long to be practical for fingering. 
Also, the reed design must be such that it can drive a long chanter (A or low G) 
without shutting off due to the higher acoustical impedance. To balance the 
dynamics (volume) of the chanter notes, the finger hole size and depth must be 
adjusted to compensate for varying acoustical pressure inside the chanter along its 
length. For example, consider a chanter-reed combination that is rich in higher order 
harmonics. If all the finger holes were the same dimension in such a chanter, then the 
upper notes would sound louder than the lower notes. To compensate, the upper 
holes must be reduced in size relative to the lower holes. Also, if a fingerhole is 
located near a node, then it must be enlarged or even re-positioned to increase its 
volume. In some cases the neighboring hole down the chanter may have to be 
adjusted to improve the dynamics of the chanter. Naturally, there are limits to the 
range of finger hole size - too large and the chanter is foreshortened, too small and 
the hole has no effect. A general rule is that finger holes larger than the bore 
diameter offer no advantage, while the minimum diameter is determined by the 
fundamental frequency it needs to admit and the chanter wall thickness, which adds 
acoustical impedance. It is of interest to note that a small crack in a Scottish 
smallpipe chanter may not affect its intonation at all and would only produce an 
audible buzz as the sides of the crack rattle together. 

In another example, the French folk musette pitched in G takes the same reed 
as the classical oboe pitched in O. Only minor reed adjustments are required to make 
the reed work effectively in both instruments, despite the very different lengths of the 
instruments. Again, like the smallpipes, the oboes have the same bore profile, but in 
this case it is tapered from a narrow reed seat to a wide bell. The bores in these 
instruments follow a conical geometry whose cross-section yields a total enclosed 
angle (or bore angle) of 1.5 degrees. The narrow bore angle facilitates overblowing 
with true intonation. That is, each finger hole must perform two jobs -it must be in 
tune at two different pressures. 
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Double toning is a joint effort on the part of the reed and the chanter. The reed 

must be forced into a higher vibrational mode and the chanter must be able to support 
the second order resonances. Now single-bladed reed instruments like clarinets and 
saxophones overblow a twelfth so that metal keys are required to produce a regular 
scale. Double-bladed reed instruments, however, overblow an octave so that a 
continuous scale through two or three octaves is possible with similar fingering in 
both octaves. With an oboe or bombarde, the player increases both the air pressure 
and the embouchure pressure to effect the jump to second octave. A tiny hole 
located close to the reed seat, vented with a metal key, may be used to disrupt the 
first harmonic mode, facilitating the jump. Such a key is called a register key. With 
a border pipe or pastoral pipe there is no embouchure possible nor is there a register 
key. Overblowing is accomplished by increasing the bag pressure and (in some cases) 
simultaneously pinching the thumbhole with the thumbnail, a technique called 
"shivering the back lill" in Scotland. On an uillean pipe chanter the jump is facilitated 
by closing the chanter on the knee and increasing the bag pressure. The excess bag 
pressure sends the reed into its higher vibrational mode when a finger hole is opened 
or "vented". 

It is easy to prevent a chanter from overblowing. From a design perspective, 
conditions which restrict second harmonic standing waves will limit second octave 
possibilities: stiff reed, soft wood, rough bore, and narrow bore angle are examples 
of such conditions. From this list, only the bore angle uniquely establishes the 
chanter's range in the second octave - too narrow and the overblown notes are little 
more than a squawk, too wide and only a few notes over the octave are possible. 
Over these past years I have collected measurements of conically bored chanters and 
have found that the instruments can be classified according to their internal bore 
taper. This critical dimension not only determines the number of notes over the 
octave which one can obtain but it also contributes to the tone and volume of the 
chanter because of the frequency and intensity of the standing waves it permits. 
Below I offer a table of bore tapers I have measured from numerous instruments and 
plans. 

Bagpipe Name	 Note Range Bore Taper Tone/Volume 
Above Octave Range (deg) 

Scottish smallpipe 0	 0 Buzz/Soft 

Uillean pipe (Bb/B) 8 1.0 - 1.1 Nasal/Soft 
Pastoral pipe (D/Eb) 8 1.1 -1.3 Nasal/Soft 
Uillean pipe (D) 8 1.2 - 1.5 Nasal/Loud 

Lowland pipe (A/Bb) 2 1.9 - 2.3 Whiny/Loud 

Highland pipe (Bb)	 0 3.0 - 3.5 Shrill/Loud 
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I A simple geometrical system for remembering two commonly used bore tapers 

I 
was taught to me by Sam Grier. For a pastoral or narrow bored uillean chanter (- 1.2 
degrees), use the ~ angle formed by a trapezoid 12 inches long, 112 inch at its 
wide end, and 114 inch at its narrow end. For a lowland or border chanter (1.8 

I 
I 

degrees), use the taper of a trapezoid 12 inches long, 112 inch at its wide end, and 
118 inch at its narrow end. These dimensions are used to produce reamers of the 
desired taper angle. The minimum dimension is fixed within the chanter by the 
"throat" diameter dictated by the reed. To actually produce tapers in chanters, 
makers step-bore the wood on a lathe and then remove the steps and polish the bore 

I 
smooth to the desired angle with the reamer. There are several kinds of reamers 
which can be used in chanter fabrication: spade reamers made from flat stock, "d" 
reamers made from ground round stock, and fluted reamers. I have also seen reamers 
made from files, hacksaw blades, and French bayonets. 

When reeding conically-bored chanters, it is important that the missing volume 
of the cone at the end of the chanter equal the internal volume of the reed and staple. 
This is because the reed occupies a node of the oscillating chanter and its geometry 
and dimension need to correspond to the missing chanter cone as much as possible. 
Given this guideline, the reed and chanter loudness and clarity will be affected by the 
shape and extent of the staple opening inside the reed. 

Some final aspects of bagpipe chanters worth discussing are the finger holes 
and the geometry of the end of the chanter. Aside from their obvious role in 
determining intonation and volume, the finger holes can also produce excessive 
turbulence within the chanter, particularly when the chanter is made from a hardwood 
Ml2. the holes have sharp edges. This problem is worse on higher pressure 
instruments such as border pipes and highland pipes and can produce a variety of 
effects, from tuning sensitivity of each note to an unsavory grating sound. The cure 
is to round off the finger holes - both where they penetrate the chanter bore and along 
the outside. What is desired for the least turbulence, hence most clear tone, are tone 
holes that have "rounded corners" - completely smoothed after drilling. Finally, the 
end of the chanter plays a small role in controlling the tone of the bell note and super
bell note since the chanter end is another node of the fundamental vibration. Some 
instruments, such as the Northumbrian smallpipe, are closed, in which case the node 
is occupied by a hard object. This can produce a sound that is too brash and is 
corrected by the addition of some cotton in the chanter end to dampen high frequency 
oscillations. On open-ended chanters the shape of the terminus is more important. 
The right flare can add high frequencies to the chanter tone, as these penetrate the 
flare farther than the lower frequencies, which are reflected back into the chanter as 
part of the standing wave. This effect is most noticeable on the bombarde, where the 
bell is located very close to the keynote of the instrument. Instruments with narrow 
tapers or long bodies past the lowest finger hole or tone hole are only slightly affected 
by the shape of the terminus. 
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AN INTERVIEW WITH RIK PALIERI A Player of Polish Bellows Pipes 

In May 1993, on his way to a week long musical event in North Carolina, Rik Palieri 
from Vermont stopped in at the home of Brian and Michele McCandless for an over 
night visit and to talk about the bellows-blown bagpipes of Poland. Bellows pipes of 
Poland, you say? Yes it is true that bellows-blown bagpipes are found in eastern 
Europe. Rik Palieri is one of the few Americans who have sincerely taken up the 
performance of this instrument. In his studies he has travelled to various parts of 
Poland, particularly to Istebna to meet with makers and players, and to actually learn 
from old masters the art of playing the Polish bagpipes and to use them in 
performance with song. During his stay at the McCandless household, Rik related the 
following detailed story about his involvement in Polish bagpiping. We have tried to 
be as accurate as possible with the spelling of Polish names and places. In cases 
where we think we have erred, we have been faithful to the phonetic equivalent. 

I started [playing music] when I was very young by listening to my mother's 
stories of her home land. She would always tell me all these different folk tales and 
I always had a curiosity about this country. And I always wanted to learn more about 
it. And then I became a musician and started playing all different instruments, 
especially string instruments. And I was visiting a friend and I had a bad habit of 
reading. I'd pick up anything and start reading. I was at her house and I picked up 
this National Geographic magazine, and I think it was April 1971. I'm looking through 
and I saw this article "Spring Time Hope for Poland. - So, because of the background 
I grew up with, two Polish grandmothers, eating kielbasa, pierogi, guwumpka and 
good Polish soul food I started reading it. I flipped the page and there it was ...a 
picture of a Polish bagpiper. It just said the word "kobza. - And that's all I knew. I 
saw this picture and I said, "Wow, Poland has bagpipes'- I didn't know anything 
about bagpipes. I only heard about Scottish bagpipes and that picture haunted me. 

It just haunted me and haunted me. I went into the libraries and started looking 
up information about bagpipes. Of course you went to Grove's Encyclopedias. They 
had a little column that hardly had anything about it. It just said that Poland has 
bagpipes and they're bellows blown or mouth blown, and that was really about it. 
There wasn't much information at all. I started looking for other information, calling 
up people. I called up the Polish Falcons and asked them about Polish bagpipes. 
Everybody thought I was joking. They said, "Polish bagpipes? What is this, a Polish 
joke? What is this, a stuffed kielbasa?" I didn't get much help. Then what happened 
was a dance director, Jatsik Marik, very well known in this country, contacted me 
because he had heard that I was interested in Polish bagpipes and he told me about 
a festival that was taking place in Washington D.C. 

They brought three Polish bagpipers from Poland to play at the Smithsonian 
Festival of Folk Life. One was from the Poznan region, one was from Zakopana 
region, and the other was from Zywiec. So you had three very distinctive styles. I 
was blown away. This is the closest now... 1 had never heard one, all I saw was this 
picture, and there were three of them. I was so excited and I wanted to get this 
information, where could I get the pipes. This was in the late 70's. And of course 
they didn't speak English. So it was like, oh, I guess this is going to be a little more 
difficult that I thought. To learn how to play these bagpipes, I was going to have to 
learn how to speak Polish. That was sort of on the back burner. 
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I w'as running a festival at the time in !'Jew Jersey and I had heard about a 
group that played some Polish music, eastern European music. I contacted them to 
be at the festival, and they were going to Poland. One of the people brought back a 
bagpipe. So I had this bagpipe and it was a gaita and it was made by Suchi. But I 
didn't know what to do with this thing. And then it was one of those things ...1went 
to this Polish festival that had a Polish record. It was Dudi Bratsi Dudi Dasi. which 
means play the bagpipes, play the bass. So I listened to that and it had this song, 
Gronitschke Gronitschke. The playing was just unbelievable. I just loved this sound 
so I was trying to learn how to play this. I didn't know anything about the player or 
anything, except that his name was Jozef Broda. That's all I know. It was magical 
music to me. 

I wrote a letter to the Polish Cultural Council in 1979. I got invited to the 1980 
Polish World Festival. A festival where groups from all over the world come to 
celebrate Polish folk music. I was there playing American Folk music but, there was 
hopes of me being contacted by these people who knew about Polish bagpipes. So 
I got to the festival and it was crazy because a lot of people only spoke Polish. I was 
trying to figure out what was going on and I was asking the director "What about the 
bagpipes, what about the bagpipes?" Of course, everyone who plays a bellows blown 
instrument knows that the arm motion is like this [indicating bellows motion] and 
especially because the Polish pipes are so terribly non-airtight, you're squeezing on 
this side. So the characteristic thing that they would do in Poland is they would say, 
"why would you want to play the bagpipes", rocking their arms back and forth and 
laughing. This is such an archaic instrument that, oh God, who wants to do this? 
And he said there are no people left playing the bagpipes, and as he is saying this I 
hear this droning sound coming out of the next building,. I said this guy doesn't know 
what he's talking about. There's a bagpiper right over here. I ran all the way down 
and I grabbed my suitcase with my gajdy in it and I ran up the stairs listening to the 
sound of the bagpipe and it took me three times because every time I got to the top 
of the stairs it would stop for some reason. 

I was getting frustrated but finally I opened the door and there was a Polish 
bagpiper - the very first one that I saw in Poland. He was playing a dudi Wielkopolska 
from the Poznan region. He was trying to teach a guy from a dance group from 
America how to play. And this is not an instrument - you have to have the desire to 
really want to play - it's not something somebody can force you to do. And the guy 
was mildly interested and he was trying but it was a lot of work especially because 
just to blow up the bag takes a lot of strength. He didn't stick with it but I did. I 
ended up taking all the lessons he didn't' want. So every day I would meet for a 
couple of hours. I couldn't speak any Polish and the guy didn't know any English at 
all. We did the whole lesson in silence and putting my fingers on the holes. He would 
make a smile when he felt I was doing something right, or he would shake his head 
when something was wrong. Believe it or not, I had a tape recorder, I was able to 
learn some basic techniques from that. So I was really excited about this. I was 
bubbling with excitement. Of course I didn't have one of these bagpipes but just to 
have the opportunity to do that. Then later on in the festival I was asked to do a 
special instrumental competition. So I played the banjo and sang some American folk 
songs and I squeezed out a song. I tried to play "Gronitschke Gronitschke" on the 
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gajdY. One of the judges was this guy - I didn't know who he was - he had this big, 
long beard and he was looking at me very intently as I was doing it. It turned out that 
I won an award for my playing and the man turned out to be none other than Jozef 
Broda. The word "broda" means beard in Polish and of course he had a tremendous 
beautiful long beard. He looked like one of the Smith Brothers. He took an interest 
in me and set up some lessons. At the lesson he told me, "we don't teach bagpipes 
to tourists. If you're really sincere you have to come to Poland and live with me and 
I will teach you how to play in the traditional style". 

So once I had this idea it was hard to let it go... the festival went on. I saw the 
man who taught me the Wielkopolska bagpipe and he ended up giving me this very 
old bagpipe, the one he played all his life is the one that I have. I gave him some 
money as a token. He didn't ask for money. He wanted to give it to me to carryon 
the tradition. (This man's name was Stainislaw and he is no longer living) He was 
writing me a few letters afterward and then he died. He wanted me to carryon this 
tradition. He saw a spark in me and he encouraged me. That's why he knew that 
without me having these bagpipes I couldn't do it, so he gave me those first set of 
bagpipes. Then with this information from Broda I came back to America just dying 
to really start this. I started practicing like crazy and you know how these bagpipes 
are. You playa few minutes and you're covered with sweat. They're just very 
primitive pipes, they haven't changed that much since the 15th century. They really 
haven't had many improvements. I knew that the only way I was going to learn how 
to do this was to go and live in Poland. So I contacted the Koscziusko Foundation, 
a very prestigious foundation in New York that funds all different scholarly activities, 
and very interested in preserving the arts. It took a few times to find an ear that was 
going to be receptive to this idea of sending someone to learn to play Polish bagpipes, 
but they did. In 1984, I was awarded the very first scholarship for the study 
specifically of Polish bagpipes. I wrote out an in-depth program of study. 

I went and learned some Polish, went over to Poland, lived with Juseph Broca 
in the village of Istebna. Now what's interesting is that Broca told me he was going 
to teach me in the old fashioned way. We were going to do it as if I was living in the 
village and going through a traditional study program. That I had to learn not only 
about the music but about the life. And they gave me a costume and once again, 
when I had this costume that I bought at this festival. They believe that it is 
important to really represent the people, just like in the Scottish tradition. If you're 
going to play the Scottish pipes, it's best to wear the kilt. It's best to look like the 
people that you represent. It's the same thing, but in Istebna they said, "we'll give 
you a real one to use, but you have to earn it. If you want your own, you have to 
earn it. If we think you're capable of this, we'll see what we can do about getting 
you the real thing." I was there basically on a temporary condition. I had to prove 
myself among the people. Of course playing the five string banjo kind of smoothed 
things over cause I was giving something back to them. They were really kind of 
excited about some of the songs I was sharing. They were playing Kumbaya on their 
12 foot long trumpets and learned it on their bagpipes. The whole town of Istebna 
got involved in my study program. First it started with Broda and then the whole 
town started embracing it. They started doing things. Different people would take 
me into their houses and tell me folk stories. Some of the people would dress up in 
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their costumes and go through the ritual of what the song was about. Like the song 
"Through the dark night we go walking." Jozef's brother woke me up in the middle 
of the night, we went walking through the dark night where we could see the few 
lights of the town of Kunyaku and we recreated the song as if we were walking 
through the dark night of Kunyaku. The song of Donyita, I tell the story about the girl 
named Jesha who is in love, she went through and did this whole thing. Then she 
walked through the hills in her costume and sang the song "Dolina' up to the sky. 
And the thing about Istebna is that it is a magical place because it has a natural 
reverb. So when you sing you sing out in this high voice it has this beautiful echo. 
It sounds like you're in a recording studio. It's just wonderful. 

So this was the first time I began to understand what real folk music is about. 
Up until that point I had been performing with people like Pete Seeger and so forth so 
I read books and I thought I knew what folk music was. But I had missed the most 
important ingredient of folk music. You see, here in America, we don't have the 
intact culture. We're recreating or trying to recreate what once was. So we can go 
to festivals and recreate the moment, we can read books and try to get an 
understanding but to actually go and see it as a living tradition - we don't know. And 
then in Poland the chain is still intact. You can still go over there and see people who 
are descendants of pipers or descendants of folk songsters and you can live the 
tradition. What would take place for instance is that they would invite me to a work 
party. The idea was we were going to stuff goose down pillows. So we're in this 
bar, and everybody -all the women and men are in a big square and they have goose 
feathers right up to their chin. They're working real slow. Now we have this little 
bank right in the center and we're playing music. Now we were told you can't play 
anything that's funny, or too fast or anything that's going to get a reaction. I didn't 
understand what was going on. We were playing this dirge-like music, nice kind of 
lilting little things. Of course they knew something I didn't know. They knew that 
if we played anything too exciting, people would get excited, they would breathe and 
goose feathers would go flying! So we had to keep things down. At the very end of 
the party young kids came running into, flew the doors open, grabbed the people out 
of their seats and started to dance. The goose feathers flew up into the air and then 
the band started playing - the party began. 

So what it showed me was that folk music is a reflection of the community that 
it lives in. It serves the need of the community that it lives in. It serves the needs of 
that community, so every different region has different folk songs to serve those 
specific things. There are love songs about falling in love because young girls and 
guys would sing them when they were falling in love - it served that function. There 
are work songs like I was talking about to facilitate that job. There were songs about 
war that people would sing as they were marching. They used the bagpipes in the 
whole southern part of Poland for recruitment. The bagpiper would come dressed in 
the gay uniform with the bagpipe and get everybody excited and that's how people 
would join the Army. There was a lot more to this than just learning a song out of a 
book. It changed my life. It changed my whole idea about this type of music. 
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Now we should talk a little bit - that there's eight different varieties of Polish 
bagpipes. There's the mouth blown and the bellows blown. [The name of the pipe 
would Imply exactly what region it came from]. In the Poznan region and a little bit 
east of there, that has the wedding bagpipe, the big goat with all the hair on it and 
the characteristic goat head on it, and also the dudy Wielkopolska which is the small 
high pitched bagpipe. And also the black bagpipe that they call the "before the 
wedding" bagpipe. So they would play this bagpipe right before the couple actually 
got married and the big white bagpipe they would play after the couple got married. 
Basically, the before the wedding bagpipe doesn't have the same range as the 
wedding bagpipe. It's similar to the gadjy in some ways. It has one single drone and 
the chanter and it has the scale that's similar to the region of the Wielkopolska 
bagpipe. The wedding bagpipe has a few more notes. They said characteristically of 
that pipe that you can overblow it and get other tones but I've never been able to do 
it, and no-one that I know has ever done it that way. I don't know how they do it. 
The interesting thing about it is that I really think that bagpipers were practical jokers. 
This black bagpipe symbolized the mourning of their friend who was going to get 
married, and that's why it was black. And the white bagpipe was for the actual bride 
and it has the festivity type of thing. And at the bottom of the wedding bagpipe right 
under the tale is a mirror. Now I've heard the story about that when the bride and 
groom were going to get married in a lot of villages mirrors were hard to come by. 
And often times they couldn't really see what they Jaoked like. So as a joke the 
bagpiper stuck this mirror right in the rear end of the goat. And if they would pick up 
the goat and pick up the tail, so that the mirror was staring right at the bride and 
groom you could get a good look at yourself! 

This was one of the beautiful things about the Polish bagpipe in general, it really 
represents the folk traditions in Poland. Some of the customs are funny, they're 
hilarious. A lot of the people associate the bagpipe in Poland with this archaic 
derivative lifestyle of the peasants. I feel real strongly that if these traditions aren't 
preserved they'll die out. It'U be like some of the other bagpipes like the Lithuanian 
bagpipes where no-one's really sure exactly what it looked like. People will scratch 
their head and they'll go, "was it tuned like this or was it tuned like that?" Did they 
play it under this arm or how did they do that? It is not to say that they won't be 
able to recreate it, but it will never be in it's purest form like it is right now. The living 
tradition is still going on. The international airline of Poland luckily has been really 
receptive about my work and have been helping to preserve the folk arts. Its important 
that we spend some time and energy getting people to realize that these traditions 
must be maintained. It is in their interest. Just like the Scottish piper is a symbol of 
Scotland, were trying to get not just the Polish pipes but the whole idea of folk art to 
be a symbol of these people. So I've taken the bold step of doing television 
commercials for the Polish airlines that are being shown here in America. They are 
being shown on cable stations where you can see the Polish bagpiper playing the 
instrument and talking about the Polish folk cultures. I did that specifically because 
there's too many people in America - you know that one out of ten people in America 
have some Polish blood in them. You don't realize it because through the generations 
it gets kind of lost, but there are a lot of Polish immigrants that came here. I think it 
was the tenth largest immigrant group. The very first strike in America was with 
Polish workers. They have a very independent streak in them. It's fascinating the 
more that you learn about Poland and its history the more complicated it becomes. 
To understand Poland is to understand a lot of what took place in all of Europe. 
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The pipes are played in Poznan, that's where the great Polish bagpipe, the dudi 

Wielkopolska (meaning the big Poland) is played. In a town called Zbuntian many 
people piay the wedding bagpipe. That bagpipe was for more of an aristocratic 
person, this wedding bagpipe. So you had to have money in order to have it. They 
said that there were only about 30 people traditionally who played that bagpipe 
because the materials were expensive. Even today, it's an expensive bagpipe. Not 
compared to a Scottish pipe of course. 

As we go down from Poznan, which probably had an influence of German 
technology, because Poznan had been German and Polish and switched back and 
forth. As we go south, we go down near the Czechoslovakian border is the next area 
and that's the Salezian bagpipe or the Istebna bagpipe, and that's the gajdy - its a big 
goat that's bellows blown and tuned in E flat. It has a really hypnotic kind of a drone. 
As we go a little bit to the west you find the Zywiec bagpipe. That is a mouth blown 
bagpipe that sounds very similar to the Salezian or the Istebna type bagpipe. Then 
if we drop down south again we will find, from Zakopane in the high Tatras, what we 
call in slang the koza, not kobza - that's what you might see in your research which 
is not an instrument from Poland it is actually a Rumanian stringed instrument. And 
from some reason because the word koza means goat. the word kobza got associated 
with bagpipe. So if you were in Poland and you asked for bagpipe it wouldn't be a 
bad idea to ask for kobza even though any real bagpiper would (look at you funny). 
They call it koza in high Tatras and that bagpipe is interesting because you have three 
single beating reeds in just the chanter and a low drone. Of course with all of these 
instruments you have to tune them with beeswax and with string. And they're all 
very primitive and they're all very temperamental. 

I'll tell you a story about the spirit of these pipes. The first time I was in Poland 
in 1980 I didn't know that air pressure could be a problem for bagpipe reeds, so I was 
naive and I just threw my bagpipes in the cargo area. I got to Poland and the pipes 
wouldn't play. I brought these pipes to all sorts of people while I was in Poland and 
no one could be the pipes to play. I mean bagpipe makers just couldn't get the reeds 
to open and work. But I was asked to play at this festival on the street. I was 
dressed for the very first time in the costume and I had the bagpipe and I knew the 
instrument wouldn't play. So I was standing there and this gentleman came up and 
he said to me, "Can you play this thing?" (an interpreter translated) and I told them 
no they wouldn't play. He said "you must play them. those bagpipes came from my 
father-in-Iaw's shop. We made those bagpipes." I was nervous at the time and I was 
just pumping the bellows and all of a sudden the bag inflated and the bagpipes played 
almost by themselves. And I was standing there shocked. And ever since that 
moment I believed in the spirit of the goat. If it doesn't want to play, it won't. But 
all of a sudden, once it met it's maker so to speak, it started to play. 

So today in Poland, there are roughly about 100 people playing the music from 
the Poznan region and that has the best chance of surviving. In Istebna there are 
about 11 traditional pipers left. Not all of them can play, some of them are too old to 
play. Supposedly in the Zakopane region there are only five people left playing that 
bagpipe. This is what I've been told and I hate to quote figures like that because 
they're really insignificant but it gives people an idea what's going on. That's not to 
say that there's other people in other countries like we here in America, getting 
interested in the Polish bagpipe are playing them. Cause that's what the situation is 
in Poland right now. 
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[Brian raised a question: Give us a feel, about how many Polish American or 
Americans do you think are getting involved in Polish pipes in some way?] 

There's Onge Tokage in Chicago is trying to play the dudi from Zakopani, cause 
that's a big stronghold of people from that area. I mean if you want to hear good 
Polish folk music go to the Highlander Hall in south Chicago on Arch Street. It's well 
worth your trip. Now near Detroit is my friend Tom Ostentoski. Now he 
has been connected with the group Golina and he plays a lot of different varieties of 
bagpipes. We have been sort of pioneers in a way, together. We've tried to reach 
as many people as possible. He's been doing it for along time. He really loves the 
instrument. He really loves the black bagpipe, the before the wedding bagpipe, that's 
one of his favorites but he plays all of them. Then you have Sean Folsom way out on 
the West coast. He plays, he has a Suchi bagpipe but he is able to play music on it 
from the Wielkopolska region. Because he's such a great person with reeds, he's 
reeded them up to play ...he listed to a dudi album and he plays songs beautifully from 
there. Peter Strosniak plays Scottish pipes in the North Coast Pipe Band. After I saw 
the festival at the Smithsonian, Peter Strosiak and I somehow got together. He came 
to my house, and that was the very first experience I had of holding a bagpipe in my 
hand. There might be a few others out there. There's a young guy in Vermont who 
is starting to get involved with it. He's of Polish descent. This is one of the things 
that we're trying to do is get ore people who are Scottish pipers who have a little bit 
of Polish blood to start trying to pick up these bagpipes and there might be more and 
more interest. We have connections where if you're interested in bagpipes, especially 
the bellows-blown ones from the Istebna region, that we can get them without too 
much problem. The address below is for Zenon Kawecki (the man I met on the 
street), who still makes these bagpipes. His son speaks English. You can write them 
in English and get them sent right to your house. One of the things that we're talking 
about is the idea of having a Polish bagpipers convention to take place during the 
Friday of the same time of the Northumbrian Bagpiper's Convention. We can have 
some Polish soul food, watch some videos and exchange information. 

Rik will be glad to talk to anyone, you can also write to him. He would like to share 
any information that he has. He even entertains calls from Sean Folsom who will call 
up and play name that tune. Ha-ha-ha. 

Write to Rik at: 

Rik Palieri 
RR2, Box 388A, Pond Road 
Hinesburg, VT 05461 

(802) 482-3185 

Write to Zenon Kawecki (maker of Gajdy) at: 

UI. Cieszynska 46 
43-450 Ustron 
Poland 
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SELECTED DISCOGRAPHY Compiled by Mike MacNintch 

To keep this discography completely up to date is nearly impossible because new 
recordings are becoming available constantly. Therefore, we endeavor to keep it up 
as best we can. Of course there are more recordings than we have listed here. 

Robin Williamson, the accomplished harper, fiddler, and whistle player also plays 
the Scottish smallpipes and the Border pipes. Although we only have information on 
one of his recordings with pipes, he did use Border pipes on the soundtrack to the 
movie "Willow". 

The Whistlebinkies feature the Border pipes on all of their albums, and Scottish 
smaJlpipes on two. It is said that Rab Wallace, their extraordinary piper, prefers to use 
the Border pipes because they are not as overpowering to the other instruments as 
the Highland pipes are. Again, unfortunately, we only have the details of two of their 
recordings; there are several more and all are highly recommended. 

The first entry in the list may cause considerable interest, for Alan Stivell 
performs "She Moved Through the Fair" on the album, along with vocals, harp, 
percussion, and pipes. The pipes are either the SCottish smallpipes or the parlour 
pipes. It is hard to say, but the track is certainly beautiful. 

Previously we had included "A Controversy of Pipers: on the list. This is a 
fantastic Highland piping album, but alas, no Lowland pipes are featured. However, 
several of the players are well known to be players of Lowland and other bagpipes. 
A good listen to this recording will do no harm to anyone. 

There are two videotapes available with spots of smallpiping on them. One is 
"the Scotrail Vale of Atholl Pipe Band, Live in Concert, Ballymena, Northern Ireland". 
There are two performances by the Vales smallpipe quarter. Great stuff! The other 
tape is one of Highland pipers playing in various locations in Scotland. There is 
apparently a performance by one of them on the smallpipes. 

!\Jot all of the albums listed offer music of the border regions. Some are distinctly 
Highland in flavor while others are very European. Keep an open mind toward these 
different influences, as they may rub off onto your 'fingers, and lead you to new 
ground. 

Concerning the subject of keeping an open mind, there are a great many 
recordings which do not feature Lowland Border pipes, but could be of related 
interest. In particular, Northumbrian and Uilleann piping are generally interesting to 
players of Lowland pipes. Both have traditions that overlap and the instruments are 
most certainly inter-related. There are literally scores of these recordings available, 
and we feel that we should try keep our list focused on the Lowland pipes. 

IF YOU HAVE information which might be useful to us, or suggestions and 
comments, please send them to the Editor. Our humble apologies for any inaccuracies. 
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BAGPiPE NAMES -	A VERY LONG LIST Compiled By Brian McCandless 

This list contains over 200 names of bagpipes from different regions of Europe, 
northern Africa, India, and the Middle East. The lingual identification refers to the 
word not to the instrument, which can lead to confusion. Thus, we find that 
"cornemuse" is a French word which can refer to the specific central French 
instrument of that name or can simply mean "bagpjpe". In a more oblique example, 
"Chanter pipe" is an English name of a Scottish bagpipe and does not refer to any 
species of English pipes. The notes are intended to clarify these things but may not 
in some cases. Unless otherwise specified the bagpipes listed are assumed to be 
mouth blown. 

NAME	 LINGUAL GROUP NOTES AND/OR REFERENCE # 
AND/OR REGION 

Askaules Greek var. of Aski and Tulumi [2] [11] 
Askaulos Greek var. of Aski and Tulumi [2] [11] 
Aski Turkish [2] [11] 

Baghet	 Occitan [7] 
Bagpipe	 English general term for bag, drone, chanter, and blowpipe [8] 
Bajana sruti	 South Indian synonymous with Sruti upangi [2] [11] 
Balchsuegala	 Old High German means "bellows bagpipe" (11) 
Balcsuegala	 Old High German means "bellows bagpipe", var. [11] 
Balgpipa	 Leksand, Sweden [7] 
Benilleux	 Rennes, Breton linguistic var. of biniou (9) (11) 
Bihet	 French chanter-drone combo of Boha (3) 
Biniou	 Breton general term [8] (10) (11) 
Biniou bras	 Breton means "loud pipe" [101 
Biniou Ecossaise	 Breton means "Scottish pipe" (10) 
Biniou koz	 Breton means "old pipe" [101 [11] 
Bock	 West Slavic, Bohemian, Byelorussian, Moravian, Polish, and Wendish [21 [11] 
Boemischer Bock	 German means "Bohemian bagpipe" [5J 
Boha	 Landaise, Fr. chanter and drone in single piece of wood [61 
Bohiga	 Landaise, Fr. linguistic var. of Boha [61 
Bohaossac	 Landaise, Fr. linguistic var. of Boha [61 
Bohemian Bock	 Czecoslovakia bellows blown [5] 
Border pipe	 English another name for Lowland pipe [8J 
Boudego	 Languedoc, Fr. deep pitched with single drone [6) [111 
Bousine	 Norman means "cornemuse" [71 [111 
Bouzine	 Norman linguistic var. of Bousine [11] 
Brien Boru pipe	 English invented by Henry Stark [111 
Buisine	 Norman linguistic var. of Bousine [111 
Bulgarian pipe	 English one chanter, one drone that hangs down in front [2] 

Cabreta Mediaeval Latin [ 111 
Cabrette Auvergne, Fr. bellows blown [2](4](6](8] 
Canpolla Spanish obsolete for bagpipe [111 
Central French pipe English French pipes w/tenor and bass drones [81 
Chabreta Bourbon/Limousin Fr. [6] 
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Chalemie ~ 

Chalemina 
Chamber pipes 
Chanter pipes 
Charmela 
Charanbel 
Chevre 
Chevrette 
Chevrie 
Chiaramedda 
Chiboni 
Chieuve 
Chiponi 
Chobreto 
Chorus 
Chuvash 
Chuvyr 
Chwibenigl a chod 
Ciaramella 
Cimpoi 
Cimponi 
Cinfonia 
Cornamusa 
Cornamusa 
Cornemuse 
Cornish pipe 
Crabo 
Czech pipe 

Diplye 
Doedelzakk 
Duda 
Dudelsack 
Dudey 
Dudka 
Duduk 
Dudy 
Dutka 
Dyudyuk 
Dudy Podhalanskie 
Dudy Wielkopolska 

Egerlander bock 
Egyptian pipe 

Flemish pipes 

Gadlje 
Gaida 
Gaita 
Gaita Asturiana 
Gaita de foles 
Gaita Galega 
Gaita de odre 

France Mersenne's (1636) term for 2 drone cornemuse [12]
 
Landes, Fr. [6]
 
English broad term encompassing many types [8]
 
English form of bellows-blown Lowland Scots pipe [14]
 
Bourbon/Limousin Fr. [6]
 
Basque [11]
 
Languedoc, Fr. "goat" [6]
 
Auvergne, Fr. "kid" as in goat [11]
 
France variant of chevrette [11]
 
Sicilian [2]
 

Adzharia former SSR, name of Tulum [11]
 
Berrichon, Fr. [5]
 

Adzharia former SSR, linguistic var. of Chiboni [2]
 
Occitan, Fr. variant of Cabrette [11]
 
Mediaeval term [11]
 
Russia [3]
 

Mari Rep. former SSR [3]
 
Welsh 14th century reference to ·pipe and bag" [11]
 
Sicilian [2]
 

Romanian [11]
 
Romanian [11]
 
Spanish obsolete term for bagpipe [11]
 
Sicilian [11]
 
Catalon [11]
 
French general term, can be regionalized [8]
 
English vague term
 
Languedoc, Fr. [6]
 

English bellows blown w/one drone, like Polish pipe [17]
 

Albanian, Bosnian, Croatian, and (formerly) Yugoslavian [11]
 
Flemish [5]
 
Russian general term [2] [11]
 
German general term [2] [11]
 
Polish from Turkish Duduk [2] [11]
 
Polish diminutive name for small bagpipe [11]
 
Dagestan former SSR, also Turkish [11]
 
Slavic general term, also plural of Duda [11]
 
Romanian [11]
 
Dagestan former SSR [2]
 
Tatras, Poland [1] [1 8]
 
Poznan, Poland bellows blown [1]
 

German bellows blown [5]
 
English double chanter [7]
 

English name of pipes shown in Brueghel's artwork [5]
 

Slovakian same as Gajda below [11]
 
Macedonian also Bulgarian, one drone [2]
 
Spanish general term [8]
 
Astura, Sp. [11]
 
Portuguese bellows biown [11]
 
Portuguese same as above [11]
 
Spanish general term [11]
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Gaita Gallega 
Gaita Grilera 
Gaita Redonda 
Gaita Roncadora 
Gaita Salamanquina 
Gaita Tumbal 
Gaita Zamorana 
Gajda 
Gajde 
Gajdy 
Gayda 
Ghaida 
Goose 
Graile 
Grand Bourbonnais 
Grand Nivernais 
Great pipe 
Grosser Bock 

Half-long 
Highland Pipe 
Hill Pipe 
Hummelchen 
Huzel 
Hybrid Union 

Irish organ 
Irish war pipe 

Karabe 
Karamouza 
Koza 
Koza Siubnego 
Koza Weselnego 
Koziol 
Kozol 

Lancashire pipe 
Landaise pipe 
Lincolnshire pipe 
Loure 
Lovat reel pipe 
Lowland pipe 

Magdeburg pipe 
Mandoura 
Manxa borrega 
Mashak 
Mechawa 
Mediaeval Pipe 
Meshin 
Mezonad 
Misnjice 
Mjesnica 

Galitia, Sp. [11 ] 
Galitia, Sp. [11 ] 
Galitia, Sp. [11] 
Galitia, Sp. [111 
Salamanca, Sp. [11 ] 
Galitia, Sp. [11] 
Zamora, Sp. [11] 
Slovakian [2] [11] 
Serbian, Slovenian, Croatian [2] (11) 
Istebna, Poland 
Bulgarian 
Turkish 
English 
Catalon 
French 
French 
English 
German 

Northumbrian 
English 
English 
Germanic 
Ukrainian 
English 

English 
English 

Serbian 
Greek 
Polish and Russian 
Polish 
Polish 
Polish 
Polish and Wendish 

English 
French 
English 
Norman 
English 
English 

German 
Cretian 
Catalon 
North Indian 
Wendish 
English 
Ukrainian 
Tunisian 
Croatian 
Dalmatian 

[1] [18] also Moravian [11]
 
one drone (2) (11)
 
similar to Gayda of Bulgaria [11]
 
Scottish Highland pipe with no drones
 
[3]
 
tenor drone in stock w/chanter, separate bass drone [6]
 
similar to above
 
nickname for Scottish Highland pipe [8]
 
a large pipe noted by Praetorius in 1619 [13]
 

variant of Lowland pipe (2)
 
three drone pipe of Scotland
 
Northumbrian name for Lowland pipe (7)
 
a small pipe noted by Praetorius [131
 
chanter and bass drone [2]
 
widely used to describe Pastoral pipes (2)
 

general term for Uillean pipe with regulators
 
two drone variant of Scottish Highland pipe
 

[11 ]
 
modern Greek bagpipe (11)
 
[1][2][11]
 
bellows blown, black, used before wedding [1] [18]
 
black, white, used at/after wedding [1] (18)
 
bellows blown (2) [11]
 
bellows blown [11]
 

specifics unknown
 
general term for Boha of Gascony [3]
 
one drone English pipe [15]
 
obsolete term [11]
 
one name for smaller Highland pipes used for dancing
 
general term
 

odd double-chanter pipe noted by Praetorius (13)
 
double chanter [2] [11]
 
n bellows lamb n, obsolete term [11]
 
can be played as melody or drone [11]
 
bellows blown of the Wend (Slavic Germany) [11]
 
general term· referring to single drone bagpipes [8]
 
general term [11]
 
double chanter, a snake charmer's instrument [11]
 
actually diplye with bag [2] [11]
 
variant name of Diplye [11]
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Odrecillo 
Ormfa 
Ouire 

Parakapzuk 
Pastoral pipe 
Pibole 
Pihet 
Pilai 
Piobmala 
Piob Mor 
Piob Meadanach 
Pipes 
Pipsack 
Pipzak 
Piva 
Polish pipe 
Polnischer Bock 
Poso 

Reel Pipe 
Reel Pipe 
Renaissance pipe 
Rog 
Roga 
Rouchalo 
Ruchalo 

Sac de Gemecs 
Sackpfeife 
Sackpipan 
Sacomuse 
Sampogna 
Schaferpfeife 
Scottish smallpipe 
Shabur 
Shapar 
Shepherd's pipe 
Sheshenky 
Shkewa 
Shkeywa~ Shuttle pipe 
Shyaburl

I 

Moezelzak Flemish 
Moldanky Slovakian 
Musa Italian 
Muse French 
Musette French 
Musette Bechonnet French 
Musette du cour French 

Nagabaddha North Indian 
Northumbrian sm.pipe English 

Spanish 
Italian 
Provencale, Fr. 

Armenian 
English 
French 
French 
Finnish 
Irish 
Gaelic 
Gaelic 
English 
Venjan, Sweden 
Flemish 
Italian 
English 
German 
Dalarna, Sweden 

English 
English 
English 
Romanian 
Albanian 
Bulgarian 
Bulgarian 

Catalon 
German 
Swedish 
French 
Italian 
German 
English 
Cheremiss 
Cheremiss 
English 
Polish 
Algerian 
Tunisian 
English 
Cheremiss 

[61 
[41 
[111 
obsolete general term [21 [111 
general term, can be regionalized [21 [41 [111 
invented by Joseph Bechonnet, near Effiat c.1890 [41 
bellows blown court instrument noted by Praetorius [131 

can be played as melody or drone [111 
bellows blown, closed chanter [81 

obsolete term for small bagpipe [11] 
name given by Paulus Paulirinus (1460) for bagpipes 
[111 

similar to Tulum, double chanter [11] 
name arises from Gay's "Beggars Opera" (1727) 
translated by Cotgrave (1 6111 as bagpipe 
chanter-drone combo of Boha [31 
[111 
obsolete term [111 
Scottish Highland pipe 
obscure term for ·middle sized" pipes 

; 

general term 
[81 
[6] 
northern Italian word for bagpipe [2] 
usu. bellows blown w/one drone over shoulder [11 
Polish bagpipe 
[111 

small Highland pipe 
form of Lowland pipe [14] 
general term l51 
"horn" [2] 
Romanian bagpipe, single drone [11] 
[11 ]
 
bass drone of Macedonian Gaida [2]
 

"bag of moans" [11] 
general term [5] [11] 
general term [11] 
obsolete for cornemuse [111 
double chanter instrument, variant of Zampogna [11] 
"shepherd's pipe" as noted by Praetorius [13] 
many variants 
former SSR [111 
former SSR [2] [11] 
general term for a Dudelsack or Northumbrian smallpipe 
bag and chanter only [11 
[2] [111 
[11] 
found in France and Northumberland [81 
former SSR [21 [111 
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Smallpip-e English 
Sourdelina French 
Spelposo Dalarna, Sweden 
Sruti upangi South India 
Stviri Georgia 
Suomu duda Latvian 
Surdelina Napoli, Italy 
Sutka Moravian 
Sutky Moravian 
Swegelbalc Old High German 

The Pipes English 
Tibia utricularis Old Latin 
Torupill Finnish 
Tsampouna Greek 
Tulum Turkish 
Tulum duduyi Turkish 
Tulumi Greek 
Turkish pipe English 
Turlure French 

Uillean pipes English 
Union pipes English 
Uter Latin 
Utricularium Old Latin 
Utricularius Old Latin 

Veuze Breton 
Veze Breton 
Volynka. Volyn Ukrainian 
Vunija Serbian 

War pipe English 
Welsh pipe English 
Woolen pipe English 

Zampogna Sicilian, Maltese 
Zampona Spanish 
Zapp Maltese 
Zukra Tunisian 
Zywiec pipe Polish 

Abbreviations Used 

Fr. France 
Rep. Republic 
sm. small 
Sp. Spain 
usu. usually 
var. variant 

general term 
Mersenne's name for complex Neapolitan instrument [121 
[71 
"instrumental drone" [21 [111 
former SSR [21 [111 
"Finnish bagpipe" [111 
a small Zampogna with one or two drones [111 
[21 [111 
plural of Sutka [111 
"swegel bag" or "bagpipe" [111 

nickname for Scottish Highland pipes 
"bagpipe", cited by Suetonius in reference to Nero 
[21 [11] 
also "tsambouna", modern bagpipe [21 [111 
double chanter pipe [2] [111 
17th Century term [111 
equivalent to Tulum [111 
the grand daddy of double chanter pipes [81 
obsolete term for bagpipe [111 

Irish bellows-blown bagpipes, see reference [161 
Irish bellows-blown bagpipes [21 [161 
"leather bag- , like English "udder" 
linguistic var. of pipe cited by Suetonius 
plural form of above 

single drone pipe, like biniou koz but less shrill [91 [101 
obscure term, also as -Veze Poitou" [121 
also used in Polish and Finnish [21 [111 
[111 

can refer to 2 or 3 drone version of Highland pipe 
vague term 
referred to by Shakespeare in -Merchant of Venice" [81 

double chanter instrument [2] (11) 
unique to the Balearic Islands [21 [11] 
[2] [111
 
[21[11]
 
similar to Polish Gajdy [1]
 

I 
I 
I 
I 
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SCOTTISH SMJ\LL-PIPES
 
TIlE 'BIG PIPE'
 

WITH TIlE INDOOR SOUND
 
Hand made pipes with perfect tone by
 

- RAY SLOAN-

Hioh Cowden Farm,
The Sma/I-Pipes 6 

Specialist Birtler, Hexham, 

Northumberland, 

Also:- Northut NE483JE, England. 
Tel.' 0434-27°536. 
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ADVERTISEMENTS
 

WANTED: Used set of Scottish smallpipes in D. Contact John Wash, 919-851
6872. 

WANTED: Historical, anecdotal, musical, and organological information on the use 
of bellows bagpipes in North America prior to 1900. I would like to assemble all of 
this into a single article for the Journal. I currently have a few tidbits that make a 
healthy start, and I know there's more! Please send information to Brian 
McCandless, 243 West Main Street, Elkton, Maryland, 21921. 

FOR SALE: Musical Instruments by The Wee Piper 

The following is a list of bagpipes currently available from Mike MacHargfThe Wee Piper. 
For more information, prices, etc, call Mike at 802-763-8812. You may write to Mike at 
RFD 2, Route 14, Box 286, South Royalton, Vermont. 05068. 

II 

I very often have projects I 
am working on that will not appear on this list. Just now I am working on a French 
Musette du Cour with a shuttle drone and a French Boha (Cornemuse Landaisl. Scottish 
smallpipes in low G. Please inquire with your needs and requirements. 1I 

Breton Veuze - Swiss pear with vegetable ivory ferrules. one bass drone (Bb). 

Breton Veuze - Flowering dogwood stained dark red, vegetable ivory mounts, one bass 
drone. 

Breton Veuze - Flowering dogwood stained yellow/orange. two drones in octaves (Bb). 

Breton Veuze/Kozh Hybrid - Two drones tunable to B, C. AlBb. three chanters, several 
combos of drones and chanter can be utilized. Turned in coco-bolo with vegetable ivory 
ferrules. 

Breton Veuze Hybrid - Turned in coco-bolo with American boxwood mounts, two drones in 
G and C. Shutoff vale for bass drone. Wonderful sounding large set of pipes (G). 

Breton Binoiu Kozh - Turned in natural coco-bolo with American boxwood mounts, a very 
elegant and beautiful set of pipes (A/Bb). 

Breton Binoiu Kozh - Turned in Honduras rosewood stained nearly black with pewter and 
bone mounts (A/Bb). 

Breton Bombarde - Several available. Please inquire for your needs. Only in Bb just now. 
Different keys coming soon. 

Breton Pibole - Turned in coco-bolo with American boxwood and bone mounts (G). 
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Breton Pibole - Turned in Swiss pear with dark coco-bolo mounts, mouth blown much like 
a bombarde (C). 

French Pastoral Musette (Oboe) - Turned in Honduran rosewood with bone mounts.I 
French polished (G)' 

I French Pastoral Musette Hybrid Oboe - Turned in rosewood with American boxwood 
mounts (D/C). 

I French Mini-Chabrette - Turned in pau ferro marbleized plastic and imitation ivory mounts.
 
Burned designs and mirrors in chanter stock. Bass and tenor drones with retaining brass
 
chains (D/C).
 

I French Musette de Centre - Turned in pau ferro with all natural horn mounts, an elegant
 
and beautiful set of pipes (G)'
 

I French Musette de Centre - European plum with all imitation ivory mounts. Small turned
 
and delicate set of pipes (A).
 

I French Musette de Centre Grand Bourbonnais - Turned in American boxwood with bone
 
mounts, two drones bass and tenor. A large beautiful set of pipes. Quiet and elegant (D).
 

I Flemish-French Muse au Sac - Turned in American boxwood with bone mounts, two
 
drones bass and tenor both in G. Mouth blown (G).
 

I Flemish Hummelchen - Turned in American boxwood with bone mounts. Two drones
 
turned 0 and G, brocade cover on bag, brass drone reeds. A small, elegant, and versatile
 
bagpipe (D/C).


I 
Flemish Medieval/Student Pipe "- Turned in Bubinga (type of rosewood), bone mounts with 
a single bass drone, reeds are composite. Good pipe for French music (C). 

I 
Flemish MedievallStudent Pipe - Turned in Brazilian rosewood with one drone mounted 
with black horn. This pipe uses plastic double reeds in both chanter and drone. The drone 

I is tunable to C, D and G, many possibilities exist with these tunings (Gl. 

Spanish Gaita - Turned in American boxwood with variegated bone ferrules. One bass 

I	 drone (G). 

Spanish Gaita - Turned in Castello boxwood with brass ferrules. Three drones bass, tenor 

I and chillon or high 5th drone. A very beautiful set of pipes. Almost unchanged since the 
14th century (C). 

l Spanish Gaita - Amazon rosewood with natural horn mounts, bass and tenor in a very 
beautiful dark rosewood. One of the nicest sounding and most beautiful gaitas I have built 
to date (C). 

I	 Italian Musa - Turned in apple and pear with brass ferrules, imitation bone mounts and 
mouthpiece. This pipe has only one drone. Native to the sub alpine region of Italy. It is a 
very rare bagpipe today (Cl. 
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Italian Zampona (Sourdelina) - Turned in South American rosewood. It is a small set of 
pipes with two drones and two chanters. Self mounted, but still a pretty set of pipes (Ebl. 

Scottish Highland Pipes - Breton styled set of highland pipes turned in coco-bolo with 
American boxwood projecting and brass ferrules (Bb>. 

Scottish Highland Pipes (Half-sizedl - Turned in natural coco-bolo fully combed and beaded 
with tortoise shell projecting mounts and brass ferrules. A very attractive smaller set of 
pipes (Bbl. 

Scottish Pastoral Pipes - Irish Uilleann pipes are derived from the pastoral pipes. This set 
of pipes has an Uilleann pipe type of chanter with an extended foot joint and can use 
highland pipe fingering. This set of pipes usually has one tenor regulator. Turned in coco
bolo with brass ferrules and bone drone and regulator mounts. Only one of about 20 in 
existence (0)' 

CATALOGUE 

\l~gpipe Maleer 

Pipe Bags 

& 
Supplies 

THE WEE PIPER 
Michael MAC HARG 
RFD2RI.14 
So. Royalton 
Vermont, 05068 U.S.A. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS: The Journal welcomes advertisements regarding the sale or 
trade of bagpipes and other services thereof. Short linear ads are free to members; non
members may take an ad for $5.00. Those wishing to place quarter. half, or full page ads 
may do so at the rate of $1 5.00 per quarter page. Please send your camera-ready copy 
and fee to the Editor. 
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I BELLOWS VALVE SLEEVE GUARD 

I With its attractive heart motif, this handsome 
hand-cast and hand-finished guard will make 
any bellows look better while keeping shirt 

I sleeves out of the bellows valve hole. 

30 day money back guarantee.
 
Send $1.00 and SASE for two color photographs.
 

($1.00 refunded with purchase.)
 ~ 

I 

CAST SOLID SILICON BRONZE $32.00 

Also available by special order in Solid Cast
 
Sterling Silver and 14K Solid Gold
 

Kit includes Sleeve Guard,
 
two mounting screws and instructions.
 

Please add $5.00 per order Shipping and Handling.
 

Michael A. Dow
 
29 Pudding Lane, York, Maine 03909
 

207-363-7924
 
This design is Copyright 1993 Michael A. Dow
 

tit
 
IVORY
 
WE HAVE OLD LEGAL ESTATE
 
ELEPHANT NORY FOR USE IN
 
RECONDITIONING BAGPIPES.
 

AVAILABLE IN FULL TUSKS OR
 
SECTIONS.
 

ALAN ZANOTII
 
20 Bra~necker Road
 

Plymouth, MA 02360
 
(508) 746-8552
 

, -

tMaitio",l1Uu~ic 
....,.. .Mai~ Order Company 

Piperscroft 
1 Hazeldean Meadow 

.. Newstead . 
Melrose 

Roxburghshire 
Scotland,UK 

TD69DZ 
TEL 0896 822426 (24hrs) 

We have the fullest range ofworid
 
bagpiping tapes and CD's and mUCh,
 

much more besides.
 
Send a S.A.E. for catalogue
 

or phone us.
 
We accept Visa and Mastercard
 



SCOITISH TRADITIONAL
 
MUSIC TRUST
 

OLD GALA HOUSE
 

SCOTI CRESCENT
 
GALASHIELS
 

SELKIRKSHIRE
 
TEL 0896 822426
 

COURSES and CONVENTIONS 1993 

The
 
Scottish Traditional Music
 

Trust
 
PATRON - THE DUCHESS OF
 

BUCCLEUCH
 

The Trust has recently been formed by a group of enthusiasts for the 
tradiitional music of Scotland.1t aims to promote the continuing 
performance and development of the music through teaching courses. 
concerts conferences and exhibitions. The Trust will be based at Old 
Gala House, Galashie!s in the Scottisb Border and tbe first proJect's 
a series of music courses to be held during 1993. 

Plans are also progressing to establish a permanent e;mibition on 
Traditional Music ,with an emphasis on Border Music. at Old Gala 
House.A major Conference on the Bagpipes is planned for October 
1993 to be pan of the Borders Festival. 

'I1Ie Trust has been honoured by the patronage of The Duchess of 
Bucdeuch a devoted supponer of music and anistic endeavour in the 
8ol'ders. 

Dr Peter Cook, of the School of Scottish Studies has agreed to be 
our adviIor. 

n. 1'1'* would welcome financial assistance or sponsorship and this 
is ~ important at this initial stage.. For further information 
OIl bow you ClIII help or take part in the work of the Trust please 
CIIlIIIKt Gordon Mooney. Piperscroft. 1 Hazeldean Meadow. 
Newsrad, Melrose, 1D6 9DZ. 

PHONE 08J6 822426 

'DIe TIWl iI • aon-profit making cbaritable body and a leaflet is 
eoc:IoIed cIecaiIiaJ bow you can become a Friend of the Trust or 
DIlIke • doaarioa. 
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-----------~~~~--------------~----------~--. 

MEMBERSIIIP FORM
 
Sbould you reguire further inform:ltion to be sent toI wish to join TIle Friends of the Scottish Traditional Music Trust 
you please tick: appropriate box(es) below: 

Name (inc tiitle)	 . 
Lump Sum Donations by Deposited Covenant .........
 

Address ................:	 .
 
Gift Aid for tax relief on lump sums of £600 

...............................................................................................................
 
or more .. 

Telepbone No Date	 .. 
Tax Concessions for Taxpayers Paying Income Tax in 

I enclose Annual/Life Membership Excess of the standard rate .. 

Covenant Form .. Bankers Order . Please send me a furtber sllpply of these leaflets as I 
hope to recruit more Members.Chegue . 

Cbegues to be made payable to; Annual Mcmbenhip i. £1_50 and Life Membenhip is a 4 
year covenant of £35 0[" a donation of £15. THE SCOTflSH TRADITIONAL MUSIC TRUST 

BANKERS ORDER 
'I'n the Manager I3ank: Ltd	 and on the same day in each succeeding ycnr/quarter 

for a total or payments and debit my accountI\Jdress	 . 
with each payment when made 

Date Signnture .. 
Pleasc pay to The Scottish Traditional Music Trust Account no. 

Account No	 . 
00260767, Sort Code 83-25-12 at Royal Bank of Scotland, High Street, 
f\le1rose, Roxburghshire. Address . 

The sum of £ ( ) 

figures words 

on the day of 199 

DEED OF COVENANT 
I '	 . 

(full name in block: letters) 

of . 

(address) 

I Iereby bind and oblige myself to pay the Scottish Traditional Music Trust, Old Gala House, Scott 
Crescent, Galashiels, for a period of ( 1) years from the day of (2) 199.. or during 
my life, whichever a period shall be shorter, such sum as will after the dedllction of income tax at tbe b<lsic 
rare for the time being in force amount to £................... ( ) 

(in figures) (in words) 

per annum, sllch slim to be paid from my general fund of taxed income; 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have subscribed these present at place 

on the day of ninetcen hundred and ninety 

.................................................................... WRITE HERE before signing, the words "Adopted as Holograph" 

................................................................. (l)Normally FOUR but may be over a longer period 

Signature (2)This date mllst be later than the date of the signature below 

I)LEASE RETURN TilE COVENANT AND BANKERS ORDER TO :The Scottish 
Traditional Music T["ust, c/o The Sec["ctary, 1 lIazeidean Mcadow, Ncwstead, Mclmse, TD6 
9DZ, Roxburghshi£"e, Scotland. 
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The- JOURNAL of the North American Associ_ticn of Lowland and Border Pipers 
iflj.A.A.l.B.P.• is published by the N.A.A.L.B.P. to provideinfo,mation and music 
pe~"ining to the bellows blown pipes of Scotland and northern England to its 
members. The JOURNAL is edited by Brian McCandless and was typeset by.Michele 
and Brian McCandles~. The N.A.A.L.B.P. is indebted to Ellen Schubert of Wilmington, 
Delawar:. for layout and calligraphy of the logo. Additional copies of the. JOURNAl. 
may be purchased for $8.ocf per COpy as supply per11lits. Baclfissues are not 
available at this time. 

The JOURNAL of the N.A.A.L.B.P. welcomes allY andJlJt9Qntrib"~tiOns pertaining to 
bellows blown bagpipes. Send in yoW'article~t c~tj.clsms, events, letters, 
-.photographs, recordings, sUggestions,. qnd ~/~.to;.: NAAlBP, ,c/o Brian E. 
McCandless, 243 West Main Street, ElktOn', Ma~; , .. ':1." 

" ':'~~~. .... . .~. 
Every effort hasbeen made ttl) ensure accwacyofnanMt$,f;Wsthd~vepts.The 
Editor regrets arty errors, and appreciates:.no• ...,:·of. (;orrectfon. Any 
photodupJicatlon or other copying of this docutnfllttb S!!/etII.~. The Editor' 

.'end Authors kindly request that peunission be obtai9tOfor d\1p!l~;~Qf selected 
portions for educational purposes only. . 

." '~" . 

. ,The N.A.A.l.B.P. recognizes other eXisting orgSr;1izotipnsrela'ie<f to 8~gpij)e$ tl,ld 
welcomes their reciprocal interaction. ..' •... :'<, .;.:}5...<. . . 
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